LANCASTER COUNTY COMMISSIONERS’ MEETING AGENDA
Wednesday, OCTOBER 12, 2022
9:15 a.m. – Conference Room #701, 7th Floor
The Commissioners’ Meeting is being video recorded for public viewing and is available on the County’s website.

1. Meeting Called to Order: This morning’s meeting will be conducted by Commissioner Ray D’Agostino.
2. Pledge of Allegiance
3. Minutes as Distributed: Approval of the October 5, 2022, Commissioners’ Meeting Minutes.
4. Old Business:
5. New Business:
a. Proclamation – Community Planning Month
Scott Standish, Executive Director, Lancaster County Planning Department
Jeb Musser, Vice President of Land Protection, Lancaster Farmland Trust / LCPC Member
Rebecca Denlinger, Borough Manager, Elizabethtown Borough
b. District Attorney’s Office – District Attorney’s Office – Grant Application
Dena Maounis, Grant Coordinator
c. Coroner’s Office – Agreement for Forensic Pathologist
Jacquelyn Pfursich, County Solicitor
d. Coroner’s Office – Donation Ratification
Kathleen Morrison, First Assistant County Solicitor
e. Solicitor’s Office – Ordinance No. 155: Requiring The Waiver Of Certain Additional Real Estate
Taxes Pursuant To The Act Of July 11, 2022, P.L. 701, No. 57’
Kathleen Morrison, First Assistant County Solicitor
Matthew Acker, Chief Deputy Treasurer & Director of Tax Claim Bureau
f. Behavioral Health/Developmental Services –
1) Amended & Renewal Agreements
2) Grant Agreement
George Custer, Director of Administration

g. Purchasing – Bid Awards
Rachael Henriquez, Senior Buyer
h. Resolution No. 92 of 2022: Proposed Community ARPA Request. (Supporting documentation
can be found here: https://www.co.lancaster.pa.us/2583/American-Rescue-Plan-Act-ARPA)
Tammy Moyer, Deputy Chief Clerk
Vision Corps - Megan Tomsheck, Manager
6. Business from Guests
7. Adjourn

On motion of Commissioner ______, seconded by Commissioner ______, it was agreed
for the County of Lancaster, acting on behalf of the District Attorney’s Office, to approve the
following:
Grant Application With:

Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency
Harrisburg, PA

Purpose:

To apply for Local Law Enforcement (LLE) Support
Grant as the County Detective’s Unit is seeking to:
1) Upgrade their current RMS to “CodyPathfinder” which will allow more data to be
readily available.
2) Continuation of CODY COBRA.net which utilizes
technology bridges to allow the participating
detective unit’s records management systems
(RMS) to interact with CODY COBRA.net.
3) Purchase a drone to be utilized by the County
CRASH team and SERT.

Amount:

Total application $94,185.00.
1) Pathfinder has a year 1 maintenance fee (2024)
of $15,250.
2) CODY COBRA has an annual subscription of
$30,000 for 2023 and 2024.
3) The drone and kit would cost approximately
$18,935.

Term:

Two year grant beginning January 1, 2023 and
ending December 31, 2024.

Funding:

No impact on current budget.

10/12/22

Office of The

DISTRICT ATTORNEY OF LANCASTER COUNTY
Telephone

Lancaster County Courthouse
50 North Duke Street
Post Office Box 83480
Lancaster, PA 17608-3480

717-299-8100

Fax

717-295-3693

Heather L. Adams
District Attorney

The District Attorney’s Office is seeking funding under the Local Law Enforcement (LLE) Support Grant
currently being offered by PCCD.
First, the DA’s office/County Detective’s Unit is seeking to upgrade of our current RMS to “CodyPathfinder” as our current RMS system, CODY, will only guarantee support to the system until July 2025.
If we sign a contract for these services in January 2023, we are locked in at their current reduced pricing
for the new system. Having the opportunity to upgrade our system to Cody Pathfinder will give officers
more personalization within the system. This upgrade will allow more data to be readily available for our
law enforcement when encountering a potential suspect. Pathfinder allows officers to look up individual
businesses, gangs, property, and evidence along with court orders. Pathfinder has a year 1 maintenance
fee (2024) of $15,250.
Next, the DA’s office/County Detectives Unit is seeking the continuation of CODY COBRA.net which is
utilizes technology bridges that allows the participating detective unit’s records management systems
(RMS) to interact with CODY COBRA.net; thus, launching vital (current and historical) police records
information into a shared, continuously updated, environment for the participating police departments
and the county detective unit. CODY COBRA has an annual subscription of $30,000 for 2023 and 2024.
Finally, the District Attorney’s office/County Detective Unit is seeking to purchase a drone to be utilized
by the County CRASH team and SERT. Currently, we have one active drone that can be used by the
CRASH unit. When there are two current events where a drone is needed, we are held up waiting for
the first investigation to be completed before we can start the second investigation. If there are multiple
drones, we can investigate our scenes in a timelier manner. This would help in several ways:
o Help prosecute in trials with the real time data (mapping and photos)
o Decrease in cost relying on a helicopter
o Decrease in overtime costs
o Decrease in road closure time
o Safety of our law enforcement at the scene-thermal imaging allows us to
accurately understand how many people are involved
The drone and kit would cost approximately $18,935.
Total application $94,185.

PENNSYLVANIA COMMISSION ON CRIME
AND DELINQUENCY

PCCD USE ONLY
Receipt Date

Award Date

Applicant Hereby Applies to the PCCD for Financial
Support for the Within-Described Project:

Subgrant Number(s)
-- 39193

1. Type of Funds for
COVID-SFR Local Law Enforcement Support (Federal 21.027 CL)
which you are applying
2. Applicant

Name Of Applicant: Lancaster County Commissioners
County: Lancaster

Federal I.D:
Street Address Line 1: 150 North Queen Street Suite 710
Address Line 2:

Address Line 3:

City: Lancaster

State: PA

3. Recipient Agency

Lancaster County District Attorney's Office

4. Project Director

Name: Miss Dena Maounis

Zip: 17603-3562

Title: Grant Coordinator
Agency:

Street Address Line 1: 50 N Duke St
Address Line 2: 7th floor

Address Line 3:

City: Lancaster

State: PA

Phone:
5. Financial Officer

Fax:

Zip: 17602

Email
Title: County Controller
Agency: Lancaster County Commissioners

Name: Ms Lisa Colon
Street Address Line 1: 150 North Queen Street Suite 710
Address Line 2:

Address Line 3:

City: Lancaster
Phone
6. Contact

State: PA
Fax:

Zip: 17603-3562

Email:
Title: Grant Coordinator
Agency:

Name: Miss Dena Maounis
Street Address Line 1: 50 N Duke St
Address Line 2: 7th floor

Address Line 3:

City: Lancaster

State: PA

Phone:

Fax:

Zip: 17602

Email:

7. Brief Summary of
Project

Short Title (May not exceed 50 characters)
Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

(Do Not Exceed Space
Provided)

We are seeking grant funding for the Lancaster County District Attorney's Detective Unit's annual subscription fees for the county's
CODYCOBRA RMS data sharing program, including upgrades to Cody Pathfinder. We are also looking for funds to help acquire an
additional drone for crash/crime/ SERT investigations.

8. Subgrant Budget TOTAL BUDGET BY CATEGORY

9. TOTAL BUDGET BY FUND SOURCE

BUDGET CATEGORY

FUND SOURCE
FEDERAL
STATE
PROJECT INCOME
INTEREST
STATE MATCH
CASH MATCH (NEW APPROP.)
IN-KIND MATCH
PROJECT INCOME MATCH
TOTAL

AMOUNT

PERSONNEL

0.00

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

0.00

TRAVEL (INCLUDING TRAINING)

0.00

EQUIPMENT

0.00

SUPPLIES & OPERATING EXPENSES

0.00

CONSULTANTS

0.00

CONSTRUCTION

0.00

OTHER

0.00

TOTAL

0.00

PCCD-200 (08/08)

10. Project Start Date: 11/1/2022

Page 1 of 51

AMOUNT PERCENT
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100%
Project End Date: 10/31/2027

SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

11. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Applicant has caused this subgrant application to be executed, attested, and ensealed by its proper
officials, pursuant to legal action authorizing the same to be done.
Lancaster County Commissioners
NAME OF APPLICANT AGENCY

DATE
By:
SIGNATURE OF ATTESTING OFFICER
Title:
TITLE OF ATTESTING OFFICER
By:
Title:
(SEAL)
By:
Title:
APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY:
SOLICITOR

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
(VS applications only)

APPROVED:
CONTROLLER

FOR PCCD USE ONLY
We certify that this application is approved and that a grant award has been received to pay the herein stated __________ funds.
PCCD Executive Director or designee

DATE

COMPTROLLER OPERATIONS

DATE

Approved as to form and legality:

COUNSEL TO PCCD

DATE

35-FA-1.2
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL

DATE

35-FA-1.2
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL

DATE

PCCD-200 (08/08)
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SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

12. BUDGET DETAILS
A. MASTER BUDGETS
BY RECIPIENT AGENCY
Total:

YEAR 1
0.00
0.00

Applicant Agency: Lancaster County Commissioners
BY CATEGORY
YEAR 1
PERSONNEL
0.00
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
0.00
TRAVEL (INCLUDING TRAINING)
0.00
EQUIPMENT
0.00
SUPPLIES & OPERATING
0.00
EXPENSES
CONSULTANTS
0.00
CONSTRUCTION
0.00
OTHER
0.00
Total:
0.00

BY SOURCE
FEDERAL
STATE
PROJECT INCOME
INTEREST
STATE MATCH
CASH MATCH (NEW APPROP.)
IN-KIND MATCH
PROJECT INCOME MATCH
Total:

PCCD-200 (08/08)

YEAR 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

YEAR 2
0.00
0.00

TOTAL
0.00
0.00

YEAR 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

TOTAL
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

YEAR 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

TOTAL
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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SUBGRANT: 39193

PCCD-200 (08/08)

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition
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SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

12. BUDGET DETAILS
B. AGENCY BUDGETS
BY RECIPIENT AGENCY

YEAR 1
0.00
0.00

YEAR 2
0.00
0.00

TOTAL
0.00
0.00

YEAR 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

YEAR 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

TOTAL
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Applicant Agency: Lancaster County Commissioners
BY SOURCE
YEAR 1
FEDERAL
0.00
STATE
0.00
PROJECT INCOME
0.00
INTEREST
0.00
STATE MATCH
0.00
CASH MATCH (NEW APPROP.)
0.00
IN-KIND MATCH
0.00
PROJECT INCOME MATCH
0.00
Total:
0.00

YEAR 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

TOTAL
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total:

Recipient Agency:
BY CATEGORY
PERSONNEL
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
TRAVEL (INCLUDING TRAINING)
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIES & OPERATING
EXPENSES
CONSULTANTS
CONSTRUCTION
OTHER
Total:

PCCD-200 (08/08)
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SUBGRANT: 39193

PCCD-200 (08/08)

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition
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SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

12. BUDGET DETAILS
C. PASS THROUGH BUDGETS
BY RECIPIENT AGENCY

YEAR 1
0.00
0.00

YEAR 2
0.00
0.00

TOTAL
0.00
0.00

YEAR 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

YEAR 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

TOTAL
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Applicant Agency: Lancaster County Commissioners
BY SOURCE
YEAR 1
FEDERAL
0.00
STATE
0.00
PROJECT INCOME
0.00
INTEREST
0.00
STATE MATCH
0.00
CASH MATCH (NEW APPROP.)
0.00
IN-KIND MATCH
0.00
PROJECT INCOME MATCH
0.00
Total:
0.00

YEAR 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

TOTAL
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total:

Recipient Agency:
BY CATEGORY
PERSONNEL
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
TRAVEL (INCLUDING TRAINING)
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIES & OPERATING
EXPENSES
CONSULTANTS
CONSTRUCTION
OTHER
Total:

PCCD-200 (08/08)
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SUBGRANT: 39193

PCCD-200 (08/08)

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition
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SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

13. SECTIONS:
A. Executive Summary
Executive Summary - (length is limited to 5,000 characters; approximately one printed page)

PCCD-200 (08/08)
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SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

13. SECTIONS:
1.
All applicants should fill out the following script and paste into the Executive Summary section:
The [name of applicant] is requesting $______ to [provide a single sentence or two describing what you are seeking to implement with your grant funding].
These funds will be used for the following: [provide bullet points of what the funds will be used for].

Please note that responses in this section will be used in grant summaries and could be mentioned in press releases. Plain language that clearly
describes the intent of the project is most effective.

The District Attorney’s office of Lancaster County is requesting $94,185 for our annual subscription fees for the county's CODYCOBRA RMS data
sharing program, including upgrades to Cody Pathfinder. We are also looking for funds to help acquire an additional drone for crash/crime/ SERT
investigations. These funds will be used for the following:
• Cody Pathfinder technology upgrade-Maintenance fee 2024- $15,250
• Cody/COBRA Annual subscription continuation fee Year 2023- $30,000
• Cody/COBRA Annual subscription continuation fee Year 2024- $30,000
• Matrice 30 Series UAS: M30 hardware equipment- $18,935

First, the DA’s office/County Detective’s Unit is seeking to upgrade of our current RMS to “Cody-Pathfinder” as our current RMS system, CODY, will
only guarantee support to the system until July 2025. If we sign a contract for these services in January 2023, we are locked in at their current reduced
pricing for the new system. Having the opportunity to upgrade our system to Cody Pathfinder will give officers more personalization within the system.
This upgrade will allow more data to be readily available for our law enforcement when encountering a potential suspect. Pathfinder allows officers to
look up individual businesses, gangs, property, and evidence along with court orders. Pathfinder has a year 1 maintenance fee (2024) of $15,250.
Next, the DA’s office/County Detectives Unit is seeking the continuation of CODY COBRA net which utilizes technology bridges that allows the
participating detective unit’s records management systems (RMS) to interact with CODY COBRA net; thus, launching vital (current and historical) police
records information into a shared, continuously updated, environment for the participating police departments and the county detective unit. CODY
COBRA has an annual subscription of $30,000 for 2023 and 2024.
Finally, the District Attorney’s office/County Detective Unit is seeking to purchase a drone to be utilized by the County CRASH team and Special
Emergency Response Team (SERT). Currently, we have one active drone that can be used by the CRASH unit. When there are two current events
where a drone is needed, we are held up waiting for the first investigation to be completed before we can start the second investigation. If there are
multiple drones, we can investigate our scenes in a timelier manner. This would help in several ways:
o Help prosecute in trials with the real time data (mapping and photos)
o Decrease in cost relying on a helicopter
o Decrease in overtime costs
o Decrease in road closure time
o Safety of our law enforcement at the scene-thermal imaging allows us to accurately understand how many people are involved
The drone and kit would cost approximately $18,935.
Total application $94,185.

PCCD-200 (08/08)
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SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

13. SECTIONS:
B. General Questions - Law Enforcement
1. What is your Originating Agency Identifier (ORI)? (Must be 9 characters. Example: PA0020022)
PAPDJ390X

2. From the dropdown, identify your agency type:
Local Law Enforcement Agency

3. Please provide your average, annual agency budget based on the past three fiscal years.
2,300,000.00

4. Does your law enforcement agency provide police coverage to your jurisdiction on a full-time basis?
Yes
4.1. If you responded no above, provide the name of the agency that provides policing services in your absence, and the timeframe for which they
provide coverage? (e.g. Pennsylvania State Police - midnight to 7:00 AM, seven days a week).
Lancaster County Detective unit has county wide jurisdiction.

5. Are you a regional police department?
No
5.1. If you responded yes above, please list all the municipalities that your regional police department covers including the name of the municipality
and the county. (e.g. Doylestown Borough, Bucks County).

6. Does your local law enforcement agency cover any other municipalities on a contractual basis?
No
6.1. If you answered yes above, please list the municipalities that you cover and the times that you cover (e.g. Doylestown Borough, Bucks County
– coverage provided from midnight to 7 AM, seven days per week).

7. From the dropdown, select the range of funding that you are eligible to apply for. Your maximum award amount is based on the population of the area that
you police or the type of your law enforcement agency as described in the "Funding Availability" section of the Funding Announcement. You are not required to
apply for the statutory maximum and applicants are encouraged to seek funding ONLY for their highest priority needs and are discouraged from overreaching in
order to apply for maximum funding. Applications will be reviewed and scored based in part, on the applicant's precise articulation of need. See Appendix A of
the funding announcement for a list of municipal, regional and county funding caps. Your budget CANNOT exceed the amount listed in Appendix A.
$1 - $10,000,000 (Municipal, Regional or County population greater than 55,000)

8. What category or categories are you applying under?
Category 1: Technology and information technology improvements
Category 2: Hardware and software equipment

PCCD-200 (08/08)
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SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

13. SECTIONS:
9. How many full-time sworn LE officers currently work for your department?
18

10. How many part-time sworn LE officers currently work for your department?
0

11. How many full-time sworn LE positions do you have allocated in your budget that are currently vacant?
1

12. How many part-time sworn LE positions do you have allocated in your budget that are currently vacant?
0

13. How many full-time civilians work for your department?
2

14. How many part-time civilians work for your department?
1

15. How many full-time civilian positions do you have allocated in your budget that are currently vacant?
0

16. How many part-time civilian positions do you have allocated in your budget that are currently vacant?
0

17. Using the dropdown, please tell us how you reported crime data to PSP in calendar year 2019.
Legacy Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR)
17.1. If you answered that you did not report crime data to PSP, please provide the total number of actual/substantiated violent crimes (Murder,
Non-negligent manslaughter, Rape, Robbery and Aggravated Assault) for calendar year 2019.

17.2. If you answered that you did not report crime data to PSP, please provide the total number of actual/substantiated crimes (ALL crimes) for
calendar year 2019.

17.3. If you answered that you did not report crime data to PSP, please provide the total number of actual/substantiated crimes (ALL crimes)
cleared by arrest for crimes committed in calendar year 2019.

18. Using the dropdown, please tell us how you reported crime data to PSP in calendar year 2020.
Legacy Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR)
18.1. If you answered that you did not report crime data to PSP, please provide the total number of actual/substantiated violent crimes (Murder,
Non-negligent manslaughter, Rape, Robbery and Aggravated Assault) for calendar year 2020.

PCCD-200 (08/08)
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SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

13. SECTIONS:
18.2. If you answered that you did not report crime data to PSP, please provide the total number of actual/substantiated crimes (ALL crimes) for
calendar year 2020.

18.3. If you answered that you did not report crime data to PSP, please provide the total number of actual/substantiated crimes (ALL crimes)
cleared by arrest for crimes committed in calendar year 2020.

19. Using the dropdown, please tell us how you reported crime data to PSP in calendar year 2021.
Legacy Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR)
19.1. If you answered that you did not report crime data to PSP, please provide the total number of actual/substantiated violent crimes (Murder,
Non-negligent manslaughter, Rape, Robbery and Aggravated Assault) for calendar year 2021.

19.2. If you answered that you did not report crime data to PSP, please provide the total number of actual/substantiated crimes (ALL crimes) for
calendar year 2021.

19.3. If you answered that you did not report crime data to PSP, please provide the total number of actual/substantiated crimes (ALL crimes)
cleared by arrest for crimes committed in calendar year 2021.

PCCD-200 (08/08)
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SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

13. SECTIONS:
C. Category 1: Technology and Information Technology
1. Are you applying for funding under Category 1: Technology and Information Technology?
Yes

If you answered "no" to question 1, you may skip the remaining questions. If you answered "yes" to question 1, please respond to questions 2-8 and follow the
applicable instructions for each question.

2. Do you have an electronic records and/or reports management system?
Yes

3. What records or reports management system do you currently use?
Cody Cobra RMS (CODY is the RMS, COBRA is the RMS Sharing Platform)

4. Do you plan on using funds to upgrade your records and/or reports management system? If yes, answer questions 4.1 and 4.2. If no, skip to question 5.
Yes
4.1. If you plan on using funds to upgrade or change your records/reports management system, please describe the need for a new/upgraded
system and the impact it will have on your agency?
The District Attorney’s office is looking to upgrade the RMS system Cody. Cody is implementing a new version called Pathfinder. We are
looking to implement this software in 2023 to take advantage of the discounted rate.
The funding is used to continue the RMS Sharing Platform, which has and is still in the process of expanding—Now to 22 Counties and over
260 law enforcement agencies in Pa. The 22 counties mentioned would be what is encompassed by Super COBRA. COBRA only connects
agencies within Lancaster County. Super COBRA gives us access to data from agencies outside Lancaster County.

4.2. If you plan on using funds to upgrade your records/reports management system, how will the upgrade help you lower your violent crime rate
and/or increase your clearance rate?
The use of this ever expanding RMS Sharing Platform will enable Detectives to more quickly, efficiently and conclusively identify perpetrators
of violent crime, with just a very minimal amount of information on the suspect, thereby enabling Detectives to arrest the suspect, prosecuting
them, taking the offender off the street, ultimately lowering violent crime and increasing the clearance rate—Data has shown that a small
percentage of the population commits a large percentage of all violent crime, so prosecuting these offenders will go a long way towards
lowering the number of violent crimes being committed

5. Do you intend to use these funds to improve your ability to accurately report crime statistics by switching to the NIBRS reporting system?
No

6. Do you plan to use funding under this category to make technology or information technology improvements other than those described above? If yes, answer
questions 6.1 and 6.2. If no, skip to question 7.
Yes
6.1. Please describe in detail the technology or information technology improvements you are intending to make.
With more success stories regarding the use of COBRA, it is believed that this would possibly encourage the additional police departments to
participate.

PCCD-200 (08/08)
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SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

13. SECTIONS:
6.2. How will these upgrades help you to lower your violent crime rate or increase your clearance rate?
This expanded access to timely information can greatly improve officer safety and provide insightful information to an officer that they would
not otherwise know while they are in the middle of an encounter, allowing them to make more informed decisions which could result in
developing reasonable suspicion or probable cause. This could lead to searches for weapons or other contraband and ultimately result in
additional gun seizures and arrests resulting a positive impact on violent crime in Lancaster County. Most illegal firearms are recovered from
encounters officers have with individuals during traffic stops and person stops. The more information the officers have available to them at the
time of these stops gives them a distinct advantage in enforcing gun laws and taking illegal firearms away from the hands of violent criminals,
who would otherwise use them against the members of the public.

7. What data will you gather and report to PCCD to show that the information technology purchase you made helped you to lower violent crime rates or
increase clearance rates?
The analysis will be performed by querying COBRA logins and user password requests. This will show a representation of the frequency officers are
using COBRA to enter and or retrieve police records data. Though we saw a decrease in participation with police departments with data sharing we saw
an increase in usage of the system. For the year 2021 Lancaster County had 16,154 searches with 19 police departments involved. The year 2022 has
15 participating departments with 17,943 searches with three months remaining for the year. Of those 7,953 Lancaster City had the most searches at
3,525 for the year so far with twenty-six officers utilizing the system. East Lampeter followed up second with 1,742 searches and eleven officers utilizing
the system.

8. Please provide any additional information (that you have not already provided) that describes why the funding you have requested under this category is
necessary to your department and how it will help you lower violent crime rates or increase clearance rates.
The next steps we envision the project taking will involve continual growth through the addition of participating police departments, both counties wide
and regionally across the Commonwealth. As more departments bridge into CODY COBRA net, more data will be shared increasing the levels of
information exchanges and improved officer and community safety.

PCCD-200 (08/08)
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SUBGRANT: 39193

Short Title: Upgrade to RMS system with hardware acquisition

13. SECTIONS:
D. Category 2: Hardware and Software Equipment
1. Are you applying for ANY funding under Category 2: Hardware and Software Equipment?
Yes

If you answered "no" to question 1, you may skip the remaining questions and mark this section complete. If you answered "yes" to question 1, you must
respond to questions 2-6 and follow the applicable instructions for each question.

2. Are you using this funding to purchase body-worn cameras? If yes, answer questions 2.1 through 2.5. If no, skip to question 3.
No
2.1. How many body-worn cameras would you like to purchase with this funding?

2.2. How many law enforcement officers are currently equipped with working body-worn cameras?

2.3. Do you have additional body-worn cameras available if equipment fails?
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
2.3.1. If you have additional body-worn cameras on hand, how many?

2.4. Do you currently have a body-worn camera policy in place?
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
2.4.1. If you responded yes to question 2.4, you MUST upload your body-worn camera policy in the "required attachments" section
of Egrants. You can find the link to PCCD's BWC Policy Recommendations on pages 6 and 9 of the funding announcement. Do you
understand that in order to receive funding for body-worn cameras you must submit a body-worn camera policy to PCCD?
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
2.4.2. If you responded "no" to question 2.4 do you understand that in order to receive funding for body-worn cameras you must
develop and submit a body-worn camera policy to PCCD in the "required attachments" section of Egrants? You can find the link to
PCCD's BWC Policy Recommendations on pages 6 and 9 of the funding announcement.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.

2.5. How will these body-worn cameras help you lower your violent crime rate or increase your clearance rate?

3. Do you intend to use this funding to purchase in-car camera systems? If yes, answer questions 3.1 through 3.5. If no, skip to question 4.
No
3.1. How many in-car camera systems would you like to purchase with this funding?

3.2. How many police vehicles do you currently have in service?

3.3. How many of your police vehicles are equipped with in-car camera systems?
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3.4. Do you have additional in-car camera systems on hand in the event of equipment failure?
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
3.4.1. If you have additional vehicle cameras on hand, how many?

3.5. How will these cameras help you lower your violent crime rate or increase your clearance rate?

4. Do you plan to use funding under this category to make hardware or software equipment purchases other than those described above? If yes, answer
questions 4.1 through 4.3. If no, skip to question 5.
Yes
4.1. If you answered “yes,” please describe in detail the hardware or software equipment you intend to purchase with grant funds and why the
equipment is necessary to your law enforcement agency.
The District Attorney’s office currently has one active drone. When there are two current events where a drone is needed, we are held up
waiting for the first investigation to be completed before we can start the second investigation. If there are multiple drones, we can investigate
our scenes in a timelier manner. This would help in several ways:
o Help prosecute in trials with the real time data (mapping, photos, and
o Decrease in cost relying on a helicopter
o Decrease in overtime costs
o Decrease in road closure time
For our S.E.R.T team (Specialized emergency Response team) the drone would give the team the advantage of covering a large area for
such events like rioting, a suspect search or even an event where a hostage situation is occurring. The view would be elevated and would be
able to alert the officers of the safety issues from a distance.
The crash and crime unit would be able to utilize the drone for better documentation. This drone would allow the mapping, measurements,
and photos from the scene from beginning to end. With the zooming camera, thermal imaging, and wind capability this drone gives us the
opportunity to with stand in-climate weather and proceed with the investigation without delay.

4.2. Based on the type of hardware or software equipment you intend to purchase, please describe the "best practice" for the use of the hardware
or software equipment. (i.e. If it is equipment for officers, what is the best practice standard for how many officers should have the equipment. If it is
equipment for vehicles, what are best practice standards for the number of vehicles that should be equipped, etc.)
Our drone policy is attached for viewing
Best practices:
1. Each pilot is a certified pilot via the FAA.
2. Each pilot is trained on our drone or similar drone.
3. The drone is housed at the Lancaster County Training Center in a secure room. They must sign out the drone for any reason, ie training,
planned or unplanned flights. Access to the drone is limited. (Note: Usually the pilot signs out the drone. Sometimes another person picks it
up and brings it to the scene. They would sign the drone out.)
4. A report is done each time a flight it flown. The report is sent to me and then recorded in the log.
5. When the drone is returned, the batteries used are charged. We rotate the batteries to avoid using a single battery more than another

4.3. How will these hardware or software equipment/upgrades help you lower your violent crime rate or increase your clearance rate?
With the capability of thermal imaging the S.E.R.T or officers could quickly understand a hostage situation and better access the situation.
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5. What data will you gather and report to PCCD to show that the hardware or software purchase you made helped you reduce your violent crime rate or
increase your clearance rate?
We will be able to log accurate flight times for each scene
Mapping will allow us to understand crime scenes and crash scenes based on the mapping capabilities. We will better understand the story the crime or
crash scene is telling throughout the investigation.
With thermal imaging we will be able to apprehend suspects quickly knowing their exact location and hopefully reduce harm to the local community.
Number of crashes where the drone is used
Number of uses by SERT

6. Please provide any additional information (that you have not already provided) that describes why the funding you have requested under this category is
necessary to your department and how it will help you lower violent crime rates or increase clearance rates.
With two drones available to the departments, we will be able to clear scenes in a timely manner. This drone is equipped with a lens that can zoom unlike
our current drone. Having the ability to capture clear pictures from a distance helps build our evidence and case for prosecution.
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E. Category 3: Non-sworn personnel costs
1. Are you applying for ANY funding under Category 3: Non-sworn personnel costs?
No

If you answered "no" to question 1, you may skip the remaining questions. If you answered "yes" to question 1, please respond to questions 2-9 and follow the
applicable instructions for each question.

2. Do you currently utilize any civilian supported co-responder or crisis intervention model?
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
2.1. If you answered yes to question 2, please describe the program(s) that you currently utilize?

3. Do you intend to develop a civilian supported co-responder model with this funding? If yes, answer questions 3.1 through 3.3. If no, skip to question 4.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
3.1. Please describe the model that you intend to implement.

3.2. Please provide any data that you have to support the need for this type of civilian supported co-responder model.

3.3. How will the civilian supported co-responder model help you to reduce violent crime rates or increase your clearance rate?

4. Do you intend to develop a civilian supported crisis intervention model with this funding? If yes, answer questions 4.1 through 4.3. If no, skip to question 5.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
4.1. Please describe in detail the crisis intervention model that you intend to implement.

4.2. Please provide any data that you have to support the need for this type of civilian supported crisis intervention model.

4.3. How will the civilian supported crisis intervention model help you to reduce violent crime rates or increase your clearance rates?

5. Do you currently fund civilian forensic personnel (lab technicians, etc.)?
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.

6. Do you intend to support civilian forensic personnel with this funding? If yes, answer questions 6.1 and 6.2. If no, skip to question 7.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
6.1. Please describe in detail the need for forensic personnel (what is the current workload of your forensic personnel, what should it be?) and how
you will utilize this funding to support forensic personnel.

6.2. How will supporting forensic personnel help you lower violent crime rates or increase your clearance rates?
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7. Do you plan to utilize funding under this category to support other non-sworn personnel costs that are not described above? If yes, answer questions 7.1 and
7.2. If no, skip to question 8.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
7.1. Please describe the non-sworn personnel costs that you intend to fund.

7.2. How will the non-sworn personnel costs help you lower your violent crime rate or increase your clearance rate?

8. What data will you collect and report to PCCD to show that the non-sworn personnel costs described in this section will help you lower your violent crime
rate or increase your clearance rate?

9. Please provide any additional information (that you have not already provided) that describes why the funding you have requested under this category is
necessary to your department and how it will help you lower violent crime rates or increase clearance rates.
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F. Category 4: Non-reoccurring personnel costs
1. Are you applying for funds under Category 4: Non-reoccurring personnel costs for sworn officers?
No

If you answered "no" to question 1, you may skip the remaining questions. If you responded "yes" to question 1, please answer questions 2-11 and follow the
applicable instructions for each question.

2. Do you currently have an officer wellness program available to your staff?
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.

3. Do you intend to establish, improve, or expand an officer wellness program with this funding? If yes, answer questions 3.1 and 3.2. If no, skip to question 4.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
3.1. Please describe in detail the type of program are you planning on establishing, improving or expanding. How will it work? Who will it be
available to?

3.2. How will the officer wellness program that you are planning to implement help you to decrease your violent crime rate or increase your
clearance rate?

4. Do you currently have any programs to increase diversity in your workforce?
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.

5. Do you intend to establish, improve, or expand a program to increase diversity with this funding? If yes, answer questions 5.1 and 5.2. If no, skip to question
6.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
5.1. Please describe in detail the type of program you are planning on establishing or improving. How will it work? How will it help you increase
diversity?

5.2. How will the program that you establish, improve, or expand with this funding help you to lower violent crime rates or increase clearance rates?

6. Do you intend to provide one-time bonuses to existing sworn officers with this funding? If yes, answer questions 6.1 through 6.4. If no, skip to question 7.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
6.1. How much funding do you intend to use to provide bonuses?

6.2. How many officers will receive a bonus if you are awarded the funding you request?

6.3. What will the criteria/strategy be for determining who gets a bonus and in what amount?

6.4. Describe how providing bonuses to existing sworn law enforcement officers will help you decrease violent crime rates or increase clearance
rates.
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7. Do you have an officer recruitment program?
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.

8. Do you intend to use funding to establish, expand, or improve an officer recruitment program? If yes, answer questions 8.1 and 8.2. If no, skip to question 9.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
8.1. Please describe the recruitment program you intend to establish, expand or improve upon.

8.2. How will the recruitment program you establish, expand, or improve help you to decrease violent crime or increase clearance rates?

9. Do you intend to use funding under this category to support other non-reoccurring personnel costs for sworn officers? If yes, answer questions 9.1 and 9.2. If
no, skip to question 10.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
9.1. Please describe the other non-reoccurring personnel costs for sworn officers and describe in detail why your department needs these funds.

9.2. How will the funding that you are requesting as non-reoccurring personnel costs help you to lower violent crime rates or increase clearance
rates?

10. What data will you collect and report to PCCD to show that the non-reoccurring personnel costs for sworn officers will help you lower your violent crime
rate or increase your clearance rate?

11. Please provide any additional information (that you have not already provided) that describes why the funding you have requested under this category is
necessary to your department and how it will help you lower violent crime rates or increase clearance rates.
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G. Category 5: Policy Development, EBP
1. Are you applying for any funding under Category 5: Policy Development, Evidence-Based Practices and Training?
No

If you answered "no" to question 1, you may skip the remaining questions and mark this section complete. If you answered "yes" to question 1, please respond
to questions 2-12 and follow the applicable instructions.

2. Number of officers in your department currently satisfactorily trained in:
2.1. Crisis Intervention

2.2. Use of Force

2.3. Implicit Bias

2.4. De-Escalation

3. Number of officers currently in your department qualified to teach:
3.1. Crisis Intervention

3.2. Use of Force

3.3. Implicit Bias

3.4. De-Escalation

4. Do you plan to use funding to support crisis intervention training for officers? If yes, answer questions 4.1 and 4.2. If no, skip to question 5.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
4.1. How many officers do you intend to train in crisis intervention using this funding?

4.2. How many officers do you intend to train to become certified trainers in crisis intervention using this funding?

5. Do you plan to use funding to support use of force training for officers? If yes, answer questions 5.1 and 5.2. If no, skip to question 6.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
5.1. How many officers do you intend to train in use of force using this funding?

5.2. How many officers do you intend to train to become certified trainers in use of force using this funding?
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6. Do you plan to use funding to support implicit bias training for officers? If yes, answer questions 6.1 and 6.2. If no, skip to question 7.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
6.1. How many officers do you intend to train in implicit bias using this funding?

6.2. How many officers do you intend to train to become certified trainers in implicit bias using this funding?

7. Do you plan to use funding to support de-escalation training for officers? If yes, answer questions 7.1 and 7.2. If no, skip to question 8.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
7.1. How many officers do you intend to train in de-escalation using this funding?

7.2. How many officers do you intend to train to become certified trainers in de-escalation using this funding?

8. Do you intend to use funding to support training other than what is described above? If yes, answer questions 8.1 through 8.3. If no, skip to question 9.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
8.1. What type of training do you intend to provide?

8.2. How many officers do you intend to train with the proposed funding?

8.3. How will the training that you intend to provide above help you reduce violent crime rates or increase clearance rates?

9. Do you intend to use funding to support policy development other than what is described above? If yes, answer questions 9.1 and 9.2. If no, skip to question
10.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
9.1. Please describe the policy development that you intend to fund and why your department needs this policy development.

9.2. How will this policy development help you to reduce violent crime and increase clearance rates?

10. Do you intend to use funding to support evidence-based practices other than what is described above? If yes, answer questions 10.1 and 10.2. If no, skip
to question 11.
A response to this question is optional and no answer was provided.
10.1. Please describe the evidence-based practices that you intend to fund and why your department needs these evidence based practices.

10.2. How will the evidence-based practices that you implement help you reduce violent crime or increase clearance rates?

11. What data will you collect and provide to PCCD to show the impact that the training, policy development, or evidence-based practices described above
had on your violent crime rate or clearance rate?
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12. Please provide any additional information (that you have not already provided) that describes why the funding you have requested under this category is
necessary to your department and how it will help you lower violent crime rates or increase clearance rates.
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H. Required Attachments - LLEGP/GVIP
Please include any required attachments in this section. Applicants may also include any additional attachments in the section which help make the case for their
proposal.

REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS - LLEGP/GVIP related attachments:
File Name:

File Description:

Drone policy FINAL 2021-03-04.docx

Drone Policy

LancasterCoDetectives_CODYPathfinderTransitionProposal_08032022.pdf

Cody Pathfinder Quote

Drone Estimate 1075855 (004).pdf

Drone quote
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I. Fiscal Accountability
1.
Subgrantee Accountability
The following procedures have been implemented across all of PCCD's funding streams to ensure fiscal accountability of PCCD grant funds.

Financial Back-up: PCCD will periodically verify that grantee expenditures are consistent with approved budget categories, are eligible for
reimbursement and that grantees are maintaining supporting documentation. PCCD has implemented a process where grantees are notified that
they are required to submit the financial back-up for some or all of the categories that are included in their Egrants fiscal report. Grantees are
only required to submit this back-up when they are specifically notified by PCCD. Egrants users have the ability to attach documents to fiscal
reports. Preferably, all requested back-up will be attached to the fiscal report using the fiscal report attachment feature.

Programmatic Back-up: PCCD will periodically verify that data submitted by grantees in their program reports is accurate. PCCD will select
one or more performance measures/data categories each reporting period and require grantees to submit documentation to support what was
reported on their Egrants program report or other reporting tool.

Subgrantee Payment: All subgrantees are required, at a minimum, to submit quarterly fiscal reports. PCCD will only make payments to
reimburse actual expenditures reported on the fiscal reports. If an agency is experiencing cash flow problems, they may submit fiscal reports
monthly and PCCD will reimburse reported expenditures.

Line Item Detail: PCCD's fiscal report allows grantees to include line item expenditure detail instead of just the overall budget category
expenditures. Grantees are required to provide line item expenditure detail consistent with the line items included in their approved budget.

On-site monitoring: PCCD completes on-site fiscal monitoring of grants across all funding streams (state and federally funded projects).

Grantee risk classification: PCCD utilizes a risk classification system to identify and focus the use of agency resources on those agencies that
may be most in need of additional assistance.

1.1. Does the applicant acknowledge that they have read, understand and will abide by PCCD's fiscal accountability procedures?
Yes

2.
Employee Time and Effort Reporting (Timesheets)
Time and effort reports (timesheets) are required for all personnel funded with PCCD grant dollars regardless of the funding stream. Below are
the minimum standards and recommended best practices for time and effort reporting. We realize that there are a number of different systems
that can be used to satisfy these requirements and we encourage you to email PCCD's Grants Management with any questions you may have
regarding time and effort reporting requirements.
Minimum standards for employees working on multiple activities or cost objectives:
Must be an after-the-fact determination of the employees actual effort. Using a budget estimate instead of reporting the actual time the
employee spent working on the project does not qualify as support for charges to awards.
Must account for total activity (grant and non-grant) for which employees are compensated and which is required in fulfillment of their
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obligations to the organization
Must be signed by the employee and a supervisor with first-hand knowledge of the activities performed by the employee. Signature on
the timesheets is affirmation that the report is an accurate accounting of the actual time the employee spent on the project.
Must be prepared at least monthly to correspond to one or more pay periods
Volunteer time and personnel costs being used as match must be accounted for in the same manner as personnel being charged to the
grant
Minimum standard for employees working solely on a single activity or cost objective:
Must be an after-the-fact certification that the employee worked 100 percent of their time on activities eligible for reimbursement
under the grant project
Must be prepared no less frequently than every six months
Must be signed by the employee and supervisory official having first-hand knowledge of the work performed
Applies to full-time and part-time employee
Recommended Best practices:
Employees record time on a daily basis
Project codes/names are provided to the employee in advance
* The above standards are based on the Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (2
CFR 200) and the Office of Justice Programs Financial Guide.
** Institutions of Higher Education (IHE) may follow their own established policies for documenting personnel expenses provided that the IHE's
policies are in compliance with the Standards for Documentation of Personnel Expenses referred to at 2 CFR 200.430.
The following sample forms are available on the Grant Procedures and Forms page of our website:
Example of a completed timesheet
An Excel timesheet template that you may modify to suit your needs
A sample time certification for employees working 100% of their time on a grant-funded project.

2.1.
Does the applicant acknowledge that they have read, understand and will abide by PCCD's employee time and effort reporting standards?
Yes
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3. Individual consultants funded with PCCD grant funds must maintain time and effort reports to support all charges billed to PCCD grant funds. Does the
applicant acknowledge that they understand the requirement for individual consultants to maintain time and effort reports as support for charges against PCCD
grant funds?
Yes

4.
Payment Terms
Payments will not be released until all applicable special conditions on the grant award have been satisfied. All grantees are required, at a minimum, to submit
quarterly fiscal reports. PCCD will only make payments to reimburse actual expenditures reported on the fiscal reports. An agency experiencing cash flow
problems may submit fiscal reports monthly and PCCD will reimburse reported expenditures.
All payments of federal funds will comply with the federal Cash Management Improvement Act, 31 U.S.C. 6503. Subgrantees must maintain a
minimum amount of Federal cash on hand. Failure to adhere to this requirement will be a violation of the terms of this agreement and the award
will be subject to termination for cause or other administrative action as appropriate.

All funds (Federal, State, match and project income) must be obligated by the end of the project period and expended within 60 days from that
date.

4.1. Does the applicant acknowledge that they have read, understand and will abide by PCCD's payment terms?
Yes
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J. Procurement Details
1.
Subgrantees shall use their own procurement procedures and regulations, provided that the procurement conforms to applicable federal law and the standards
identified in the Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards
(2 CFR 200).
At minimum, PCCD grant recipients and subrecipients must follow the procurement standards as written in Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost
Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards - 2CFR 200.318 through 200.326.
Methods of Procurement
Subgrantees must use one of the following methods of procurement (from 2 CFR 200.320):
(a) Procurement by micro-purchases. Procurement by micro-purchase is the acquisition of supplies or services, the aggregate dollar amount of which does not
exceed the micro-purchase threshold (§200.67Micro-purchase). To the extent practicable, the subgrantee must distribute micro-purchases equitably among
qualified suppliers. Micro-purchases may be awarded without soliciting competitive quotations if the subgrantee considers the price to be reasonable.
(b) Procurement by small purchase procedures. Small purchase procedures are those relatively simple and informal procurement methods for securing services,
supplies, or other property that do not cost more than the Simplified Acquisition Threshold. If small purchase procedures are used, price or rate quotations must
be obtained from an adequate number of qualified sources.
(c) Procurement by sealed bids (formal advertising). Bids are publicly solicited and a firm fixed price contract (lump sum or unit price) is awarded to the
responsible bidder whose bid, conforming with all the material terms and conditions of the invitation for bids, is the lowest in price. The sealed bid method is the
preferred method for procuring construction, if the conditions in paragraph (c)(1) of this section apply.
(1) In order for sealed bidding to be feasible, the following conditions should be present:
(i) A complete, adequate, and realistic specification or purchase description is available;
(ii) Two or more responsible bidders are willing and able to compete effectively for the business; and
(iii) The procurement lends itself to a firm fixed price contract and the selection of the successful bidder can be made principally on the basis of price.
(2) If sealed bids are used, the following requirements apply:
(i) Bids must be solicited from an adequate number of known suppliers, providing them sufficient response time prior to the date set for opening the bids,
for local, and tribal governments, the invitation for bids must be publicly advertised;
(ii) The invitation for bids, which will include any specifications and pertinent attachments, must define the items or services in order for the bidder to
properly respond;
(iii) All bids will be opened at the time and place prescribed in the invitation for bids, and for local and tribal governments, the bids must be opened
publicly;
(iv) A firm fixed price contract award will be made in writing to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder. Where specified in bidding documents,
factors such as discounts, transportation cost, and life cycle costs must be considered in determining which bid is lowest. Payment discounts will only be
used to determine the low bid when prior experience indicates that such discounts are usually taken advantage of; and
(v) Any or all bids may be rejected if there is a sound documented reason.
(d) Procurement by competitive proposals. The technique of competitive proposals is normally conducted with more than one source submitting an offer, and
either a fixed price or cost-reimbursement type contract is awarded. It is generally used when conditions are not appropriate for the use of sealed bids. If this
method is used, the following requirements apply:
(1) Requests for proposals must be publicized and identify all evaluation factors and their relative importance. Any response to publicized requests for
proposals must be considered to the maximum extent practical;
(2) Proposals must be solicited from an adequate number of qualified sources;
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(3) The subgrantee must have a written method for conducting technical evaluations of the proposals received and for selecting recipients;
(4) Contracts must be awarded to the responsible firm whose proposal is most advantageous to the program, with price and other factors considered; and
(5) The subgrantee may use competitive proposal procedures for qualifications-based procurement of architectural/engineering (A/E) professional services
whereby competitors' qualifications are evaluated and the most qualified competitor is selected, subject to negotiation of fair and reasonable compensation.
The method, where price is not used as a selection factor, can only be used in procurement of A/E professional services. It cannot be used to purchase
other types of services though A/E firms are a potential source to perform the proposed effort.
(e) [Reserved]
(f) Procurement by noncompetitive proposals. Procurement by noncompetitive proposals is procurement through solicitation of a proposal from only one source
and may be used only when one or more of the following circumstances apply:
(1) The item is available only from a single source;
(2) The public exigency or emergency for the requirement will not permit a delay resulting from competitive solicitation;
(3) PCCD expressly authorizes noncompetitive proposals in response to a written request from the applicant; or
(4) After solicitation of a number of sources, competition is determined to be inadequate.
Micro-purchase (2 CFR 200.67) means a purchase of supplies or services using simplified acquisition procedures, the aggregate amount of which does not
exceed the micro-purchase threshold. Micro-purchase procedures comprise a subset of a non-Federal entity's small purchase procedures. The non-Federal
entity uses such procedures in order to expedite the completion of its lowest-dollar small purchase transactions and minimize the associated administrative
burden and cost. The micro-purchase threshold is set by the Federal Acquisition Regulation at 48 CFR Subpart 2.1(Definitions). It is $10,000 except as
otherwise discussed in Subpart 2.1 of that regulation, but this threshold is periodically adjusted for inflation.
Simplified acquisition threshold (2 CFR200.88) means the dollar amount below which a non-Federal entity may purchase property or services using small
purchase methods. Non-Federal entities adopt small purchase procedures in order to expedite the purchase of items costing less than the simplified acquisition
threshold. The simplified acquisition threshold is set by the Federal Acquisition Regulation at 48 CFR Subpart 2.1 (Definitions) and in accordance with 41
U.S.C. 1908. As of the publication of this manual, the simplified acquisition threshold is $250,000, but this threshold is periodically adjusted for inflation.
A proposed formal advertised or competitive negotiated procurement for which only one bid or proposal is received is deemed to be a noncompetitive
procurement.
Does this application include any procurements by noncompetitive proposal?
No

2. If you answered "No" to question 1 above, the applicant agency must keep documentation on file to support and verify the competitive method of
procurement. The applicant must also keep documentation on file which justifies the selection of the successful vendor. Does the applicant agree to keep
supporting documentation as described?
Yes
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3. If you answered 'Yes' to Question 1 above, please fill in the grid below for each product or service to be procured by noncompetitive proposal. If you have
multiple products or services, use the 'Add Row' link to allow entry into a new row of the grid.
ID
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Description of Product or Service
Cody Pathfinder Maintenance fee 2024
Cody/Cobra Annual subscription fee Year
2023
Cody/Cobra Annual subscription fee Year
2024
Matrice 30 series UAS: M30T Drone

Egrants Budget
Category
Equipment

$ Value of Product or
Service
15,250.00

Procurement
Method
Sole Source

Vendor Name If
Known
Cody Pathfinder

Equipment

30,000.00

Sole Source

Cody

Equipment

30,000.00

Sole Source

Cody

Equipment

18,935.00

Competitive Bid

Flymotion

4. Please respond to the following questions for each vendor or contractor identified as being procured using Sole Source: For additional vendors or
contractors. select the 'Add New' link.
Proposed Sole Source Vendor #1

4.1. Provide a brief description including the name of the vendor of the product or service being procured and the expected procurement
amount.
Cody Pathfinder Maintenance fee 2024-the DA’s office/County Detective’s Unit is seeking to upgrade of our current RMS to “CodyPathfinder” as our current RMS system, CODY, will only guarantee support to the system until July 2025 $15,250
Cody/Cobra Annual subscription fee Year 2023 the continuation of CODY COBRA net which is utilizes technology bridges that
allows the participating detective unit’s records management systems (RMS) to interact with CODY COBRA net $30,000
Cody/Cobra Annual subscription fee Year 2024 the continuation of CODY COBRA net which is utilizes technology bridges that
allows the participating detective unit’s records management systems (RMS) to interact with CODY COBRA net $30,000
Matrice 30 series UAS: M30T Drone drone to be utilized by the County CRASH team and SERT $18,935

4.2. Explanation of why it is necessary to contract non-competitively, including at least one of the four circumstances listed below: 1. The
item is available only from a single source; 2. The public exigency or emergency for the requirement will not permit a delay resulting from
competitive solicitation; 3. PCCD expressly authorizes noncompetitive proposals in response to a written request from the applicant; or 4.
After solicitation of a number of sources, competition is determined to be inadequate. The justification may also include the following
contractor qualities: a. Organizational expertise b. Management c. Knowledge of the program d. Responsiveness e. Expertise of personnel
CODY is the sole source provider of the Pathfinder RMS, which is the latest and improved version of our current CODY RMS
system. This has been our RMS provider since 2018. CODY is also the sole source provider of the COBRA RMS sharing platform,
which has been implemented and operational in Lancaster County since 2017.

4.3. Provide a statement of when contractual coverage is required and, if dates are not met, what impact it will have on the program (for
example, how long it would take another contractor to reach the same level of competence). Make sure to include the financial impact in
dollars.
Contractual coverage is required from January 1, 2023 through December 31, 2024 for Cody Pathfinder, while contractual coverage
for COBRA is required from January 1, 2024 through December 31, 2024. If the dates are not met, the technology program will not
be funded and funding will have to be found elsewhere. There is no funding allocated in our agency’s current 2023 budget to fund
these programs. We do not have the option of finding another contractor to provide the same service, because CODY is a sole source
provider for both CODY Pathfinder and the COBRA RMS sharing platform. The financial impact on our agency’s budget would be
$75,520.
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4.4. Provide an outline of the unique qualities of the contractor.
Cody has sustained a 98% customer retention.
Stability: Over 500 agencies strong. CODY remains financially strong and stable as it serves over 500 agencies from New Jersey to
California, ranging in size from State-wide data integration solutions to small single agency police department RMS solutions.
Integrated R&D: Rather than place a percentage on our R&D expenses, we view R&D as an integrated part of our entire business
process. Through our Wishlist customer feature and enhancement request process, we are constantly improving our solutions based
on the suggestions and advice from experts in the market - the customers who use our solutions every day.

4.5. Identify any other sources considered and cite the specific reason(s) the other sources lacked the capability to satisfy the procurement
requirement.
No other sources were considered, because CODY is the sole source provider of the Pathfinder RMS, which is the latest and
improved version of our current CODY RMS system. This has been our RMS provider since 2018. CODY is also the sole source
provider of the COBRA RMS sharing platform, which has been implemented and operational in Lancaster County since 2017.

4.6. Provide any other points to “sell the case."
We are requesting funding to continue using our existing CODY RMS, but with their upgraded Pathfinder version. We are looking to
expand the use of the COBRA RMS sharing platform, which has been in use in Lancaster County since 2017. CODY is the sole
source provider for the COBRA RMS sharing platform, therefore no other source is able to provide the service we wish to continue
and expand upon, as a technology improvement to help the officers from participating law enforcement agencies do their jobs more
efficiently in Lancaster County.

4.7. Provide a clear declaration that this action is in the “best interest” of PCCD.
By providing financial assistance to our agency, we will be able to procure improved technology and equipment to better serve law
enforcement officers in Lancaster County, which is the best interest of PCCD and aligned with their mission to support law
enforcement and criminal justice agencies within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

4.8. Conflict of interest review: The applicant must disclose any possible conflicts of interest or declare that there are no known conflicts of
interest as a result of the procurement.
Our agency has no conflicts of interest with CODY or Flymotion.

PROCUREMENT DETAILS related attachments:
File Name:

File Description:

Drone Estimate 1075855 (004).pdf

Drone quote

LancasterCoDetectives_CODYPathfinderTransitionProposal_08032022.pdf

Pathfinder quote
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K. Federal Transparency Act Certification 2017 -FFATA
The implementation of the Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act of 2006 requires a single searchable website, accessible by the public without
cost, for each federal award of $25,000 or more over the life of any subaward. In order to satisfy this requirement, applicants and subrecipients are required to
have a Unique Entity Identifier (UEI) and to maintain a current registration in the System for Award management (SAM). Information on how to request a UEI
and register with SAM is available in the Funding Announcement Guidelines or on the PCCD Website.
Additionally, UEI and SAM information must be provided for subrecipients/contactors receiving $25,000 or more through the life of this federal award.
The applicant must also provide the primary place of performance of the subaward and the names and annual salaries of the five most highly compensated
officers in their agency if the agency meets certain criteria as described below.
Additional information relating to the Act can be at https://www fsrs.gov/
Additional information on the new UEI requirement effective April 2022 can be found here: https://www.gsa.gov/about-us/organization/federal-acquisitionservice/office-of-systems-management/integrated-award-environment-iae/iae-systems-information-kit/unique-entity-identifier-update

1. The following questions pertain to the applicant agency's Unique Entity Identifier (UEI) and SAM registration.
1.1.
Enter the applicant agency's Unique Entity Identifier (UEI).
The applicant agency's UEI can be found by accessing the applicant agency's information in the federal System for Award Management (SAM)
at https://sam.gov/content/home.
Important Note: By April 2022, every organization doing business with federal agencies will have a new, 12-character identifier, known as the
Unique Entity Identifier (UEI) as the government moves away from the proprietary DUNS number. More information on UEI can be found here:
Unique https://www.gsa.gov/about-us/organization/federal-acquisition-service/office-of-systems-management/integrated-award-environmentiae/iae-systems-information-kit/unique-entity-identifier-update.
Q42ZKMTD1HH6

1.2. The applicant agency is registered with the SAM and agrees to maintain a valid SAM registration at all times while they have a grant award.
Yes

1.3. Enter the date that the applicant agency's SAM registration is valid through. The applicant agency's SAM registration date can be found at
www.sam.gov.
5/31/2023

2. Primary Place of Performance: The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) defines the place of performance as ‘The location where a majority of the
effort required to satisfactorily fulfill the intended purpose of the award will be completed.’ Provide the following information to identify the Place of Performance
for this grant award.
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2.1. City (i.e. Harrisburg). Max 35 characters NOTE:
City is required for Federal Grants.
For State grants, the value "STATEWIDE" is possible in the 'County' field and if selected, the field 'City' can be left blank.
If the money is expended in multiple locations with the majority spent in a single address, agencies can list that city location as the Primary Place of
Performance.
LANCASTER COUNTY

2.2. State - Choose from the list of valid states
A value for State is always required.
PA

2.3.
Zip + 4 (i.e. 171091244) Exlude hyphen
NOTE: Zip+4 is required for Federal Grants. For State grants, the value "STATEWIDE" is possible in the 'County' field and if selected, the Zip+4
field should represent the Zip+4 of the Primary Place of Performance
However, if the money is expended in multiple locations with the majority spent in a single address, agencies can list that location as the Primary
Place of Performance
17608-3480

2.4. County - Choose the grant's primary county of performance (where the highest value of the grant is to be applied). if the grant is Statewide,
please select 'STATEWIDE'
036 - Lancaster

3. Are there any subrecipients receiving $25,000 or more through the life of this application?
No
3.1. The Applicant Agency certifies that the following subrecipients receiving $25,000 or more of federal funds has a Unique Entity Identifier (UEI)
and has and will maintain a valid SAM registration during the award.
No

4. For each subrecipient/contractor receiving $25,000 or more through the life of this application, add a row to the grid below.
ID

Subrecipient/Contractor Name
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5.
The applicant must provide to the Commonwealth the names and total compensation of the five most highly compensated officers of the entity if-(i) the entity in the preceding fiscal year received—
(I) 80 percent or more of its annual gross revenues in Federal awards; and
(II) $25,000,000 or more in annual gross revenues from Federal awards: and
(ii) the public does not have access to information about the compensation of the senior executives of the entity through periodic reports filed under section 13(a)
or 15(d) of the Securities Exchanges Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78m(a), 78o(d)) or section 6104 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
If the Grantee does not meet the conditions listed above, then it must specifically affirm to the Commonwealth that the requirements of this clause are
inapplicable to the Grantee.
Are the conditions specified above applicable to the grantee?
No

6. If you answered "Yes" to the previous question, you must enter the names and annual salaries of the five most highly compensated officers of the applicant
agency.
Response #1

6.1. Officer Name:

6.2. Annual Salary:
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L. Federal Technology Section
1.
The Global Standards Council (GSC) was created to support the work of DOJ's Global working groups and related bodies by coordinating
the establishment of a common, consistent, and standards-based approach to implementing justice information sharing solutions. To
further this goal, the GSC developed the Global Standards Package (GSP) which describes a full information sharing technology standards
implementation suite that addresses data standardization, messaging architecture, security, and privacy requirements. In order to
promote consistency and interoperability of systems across the justice and public safety community, OJP requires grantee compliance to
the GSP and all components thereof. In addition to offering a common mechanism to share information across agencies, the GSP also
promotes the use of open, consensus-based standards to avoid proprietary or restrictive approaches to system integration and interface
development. This approach enables adopters to fully realize the cost savings and operational efficiencies that have been demonstrated
by those who have already implemented elements of the GSP.
Compliance to the GSP requires conformance to all components of the GSP whenever applicable. If the grantee is planning to exchange
information across agencies or systems using a common data format, such format is required to be conformant to the National
Information Exchange Model (NIEM). If the grantee is planning to adopt a service-oriented approach to sharing information, it must
leverage the Global Reference Architecture (GRA), and so on. The primary components of the GSP are as follows:

·

National Information Exchange Model (NIEM)

·

Global Reference Architecture (GRA)

·

Global Federated Identity and Privilege Management (GFIPM)

In addition, certain GSP components enable the development of national, or "reference," specifications that further promote reuse for
enhanced interoperability. Whenever applicable, these reference specifications should be used as a foundation for implementation of
complementary business processes. If the grantee wishes to use an alternate format for which a reference specification already exists,
specific justification must be included in the grant application narrative.
National Information Exchange Model (NIEM)—the NIEM data model and tools are supported by a robust governance process and
program management office. NIEM conformance is defined explicitly across a number of dimensions, including data modeling, XML
representation, exchange development, and implementation. Detailed guidance on NIEM conformance for grantees can be found
at https://www.niem.gov/getting‐started. NIEM also maintains a repository of reusable exchange specifications that can be found at

https://www.it.ojp.gov/implementation/niem‐iepd.
Global Reference Architecture (GRA)—the GRA provides both a reference architecture to speed agency adoption of Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA)-based approaches to information sharing, as well as a standard methodology for developing particular service
specifications that align with specific business functions. Conformance to the GRA generally relies on adherence to the GRA Framework
for the former and to the GRA Service Specification Guidelines for the latter. Detailed guidance on GRA implementation for grantees can
be found at https://www.it.ojp.gov/initiatives/gra. On the same page can be found a listing of reference service specification packages
(SSPs) that should be reused whenever applicable.
Global Federated Identity and Privilege Management (GFIPM)—the GFIPM specifications and guidelines are designed to support
secure access to various information systems based on commonly understood and applied protocols for user access and attribute-based
access control policies. Rather than serving as a universal approach to securing justice information systems, GFIPM should be used in
particular cases where regional, multijurisdictional, or cross-boundary information sharing is occurring and there is a need to create a
“federation” of participants who must agree on policy and technical solutions to satisfy interoperability requirements. Conformance to
GFIPM primarily relies on use of the GFIPM Metadata standard and adherence to operational policies and procedures. Detailed guidance
on GFIPM implementation can be found at https://www.it.ojp.gov/initiatives/gfipm.
As stated above, compliance with the GSP is dependent on the grantee conforming to each of the GSP’s normative components above,
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whenever applicable. For instance, if the grantee is supporting a project to integrate two reporting systems that already operate within
the same security environment and there are no new access control provisions required, then conformance to the NIEM and GRA
components of the GSP will be sufficient to satisfy the requirement to comply with the GSP. In general, OJP does not require formal
certification of software, tools, etc., to verify conformance. However, additional requirements may be imposed by particular funding
programs. In cases where software or services are being procured from private sector partners, the grantee should follow procedures
such as those recommended by the IJIS Institute to ensure that procured services are in fact conformant. See http://www.ijis.org/?

page=Info Share Standards.
In addition to complying with the GSP, grantees are also required to adequately address the protection of privacy and civil liberties of
those subjects whose data are being shared. OJP requires that prior to implementation of an information exchange solution that such
exchange must be governed by an appropriate privacy policy that meets the minimum standards as described by DOJ’s Global Privacy
Guide. If the exchange is covered under an existing or umbrella policy, then such policy should be noted and communicated to the grant
office prior to execution. For a comprehensive set of resources to address privacy protection in information sharing projects, please visit
http://www.it.ojp.gov/privacy.

Does the applicant agency agree to the above terms?

Yes
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M. Worker Protection Certification
1.

WORKER PROTECTION AND INVESTMENT CERTIFICATION
FORM
A. Pursuant to Executive Order 2021-06, Worker Protection and Investment (October 21, 2021), the Commonwealth is responsible for ensuring that
every worker in Pennsylvania has a safe and healthy work environment and the protections afforded them through labor laws. To that end, contractors
and grantees of the Commonwealth must certify that they are in compliance with Pennsylvania’s Unemployment Compensation Law, Workers’
Compensation Law, and all applicable Pennsylvania state labor and workforce safety laws including, but not limited to:

1. Construction Workplace Misclassification Act
2. Employment of Minors Child Labor Act
3. Minimum Wage Act
4. Prevailing Wage Act
5. Equal Pay Law
6. Employer to Pay Employment Medical Examination Fee Act
7. Seasonal Farm Labor Act
8. Wage Payment and Collection Law
9. Industrial Homework Law
10. Construction Industry Employee Verification Act
11. Act 102: Prohibition on Excessive Overtime in Healthcare
12. Apprenticeship and Training Act
13. Inspection of Employment Records Law

B. Pennsylvania law establishes penalties for providing false certifications, including contract termination; and three-year ineligibility to bid on contracts under
62 Pa. C.S. § 531 (Debarment or suspension).

1.1.

CERTIFICATION
I understand that by signing and submitting this grant application, I am certifying that I am duly authorized to execute this certification on behalf
of the contractor/grantee identified as the applicant on this grant application, and I certify that the contractor/grantee identified as the applicant
on this grant application is compliant with applicable Pennsylvania state labor and workplace safety laws, including, but not limited to, those
listed in Paragraph A, above. I understand that I must report any change in the contractor/grantee’s compliance status to the Pennsylvania
Commission on Crime and Delinquency immediately. I further confirm and understand that this Certification is subject to the provisions and
penalties of 18 Pa. C.S. § 4904 (Unsworn falsification to authorities).
Do you agree to the terms of this certification?
Yes
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N. Federal Funding Announcement Certifications
This section contains all of the conditions/certifications on a funding announcement for federal funds that must be accepted/agreed to by the Applicant agency.

1.
Audit Responsibilities:
Federal Funds
The Applicant must comply with all applicable federal and state grant requirements including The Single Audit Act Amendments of 1996; 2 CFR
Part 200 as amended; and any other applicable law or regulation, and any amendment to such other applicable law or regulation that may be
enacted or promulgated by the federal government.

If the Applicant is a local government or non-profit organization that expends $750,000 or more in federal awards during its fiscal year, the
Applicant is required to provide the appropriate single or program specific audit in accordance with the provisions outlined in 2 CFR Part
200.501.

If the Applicant expends total federal awards of less than the threshold established by 2 CFR 200.501, it is exempt from federal audit
requirements for that year, but records must be available for review or audit by appropriate officials (or designees) of the federal agency, passthrough entity, and Government Accountability Office (GAO).

If the Applicant is a for-profit entity, it is not subject to the auditing and reporting requirements of 2 CFR Part 200, Subpart F – Audit
Requirements (Subpart F). However, PCCD is responsible for establishing requirements, as necessary, to ensure compliance by for-profit
subrecipients. The contract with the for-profit subrecipient should describe applicable compliance requirements and the for-profit subrecipient’s
compliance responsibility. Methods to ensure compliance for federal awards made to for-profit subrecipients may include pre-award audits,
monitoring during the contract and post-award audits. The post-award audits may be in the form of a financial audit in accordance with
Government Auditing Standards, a single audit report or program-specific audit report in accordance with Subpart F. However, these postaward audits must be submitted directly to the affected commonwealth agency that provided the funding. Only single audit reports for local
governmental and non-profit subrecipients are electronically submitted to the Federal Audit Clearinghouse.

Additional Potential Components of the Single Audit Reporting Package
In instances where a federal program-specific audit guide is available, the audit report package for a program-specific audit may be different
and should be prepared in accordance with the appropriate audit guide, Government Auditing Standards, and Subpart F.

In addition to the requirements of Subpart F, commonwealth agencies may require that the single audit reporting packages include additional
components in the SEFA, or supplemental schedules, as identified through the respective grant agreement.

In accordance with 2 CFR 200.510, PCCD requires that PCCD grant numbers and amounts expended for each
PCCD award be individually identifiable on all Single Audit Report Schedules of Expenditures of Federal
Awards.

Steps for Submission
The Applicant’s submission responsibilities are as follows:
(1) Submit the Single Audit or Program-Specific Audit Report to the Federal Audit Clearinghouse (FAC) and receive an email confirmation of
receipt from the FAC.
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(2) Complete the Single Audit/Program Specific Audit Reporting Checklist to ensure your package contains all required elements. A fill-in version
of the checklist can be found on the Commonwealth’s Bureau of Audits (BOA) website at

http://www.budget.pa.gov/Documents/single‐audit‐

checklist.pdf

(3) Email the FAC confirmation of receipt, a certified copy of the data collection form, and the completed Checklist (PDF) to RABAFMSingleAudit@pa.gov. The subject line of the email must identify the exact name on the Single Audit or Program-Specific Audit Reporting
Package and the period end date pertaining to the reporting package.

(4) The Applicant will receive an email from BOA confirming the receipt of the FAC’s confirmation, the certified copy of the data collection form,
and the completed Checklist.
Audit Oversight Provisions
The Applicant is responsible for obtaining the necessary audit and securing the services of a certified public accountant or independent
governmental auditor.

The commonwealth reserves the right for federal and state agencies or their authorized representatives to perform additional audits of a
financial or performance nature, if deemed necessary by commonwealth or federal agencies. Any such additional audit work will rely on work
already performed by the Applicant's auditor and the costs for any additional work performed by the federal or state agencies will be borne by
those agencies at no additional expense to the Applicant.

Audit documentation and audit reports must be retained by the Applicant’s auditor for a minimum of five years from the date of issuance of the
audit report, unless the Applicant’s auditor is notified in writing by the commonwealth, the cognizant federal agency for audit, or the oversight
federal agency for audit to extend the retention period. Audit documentation will be made available upon request to authorized representatives
of the commonwealth, the cognizant federal agency for audit, the oversight federal agency for audit, the federal funding agency, or the GAO.

State Funds
PCCD, in its sole discretion, may undertake an inspection and/or audit of the financial records of the Applicant relating to the Subgrant Project.
The Applicant shall provide PCCD with full and complete access to all records relating to the performance of the Subgrant Project and to all
persons who were involved in the Subgrant Project. PCCD may also require, as a condition of award, that an independent financial audit be
completed.

1.1. Does the applicant agency accept these terms?
Yes

1.2. Does the applicant agency expect to expend $750,000 or more in federal award funds in its current fiscal year?
No
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2.
Reporting Potential Fraud, Waste and Abuse:
The recipient and any subrecipients must promptly refer to the DOJ OIG any credible evidence that a principal, employee, agent, subrecipient, contractor,
subcontractor, or other person has either 1) submitted a claim for award funds that violates the False Claims Act; or 2) committed a criminal or civil violation of
laws pertaining to fraud, conflict of interest, bribery, gratuity, or similar misconduct involving award funds. Potential fraud, waste, abuse, or misconduct should
be reported to the OIG by –
Online Hotline at: https://oig.justice.gov/hotline/contact-grants htm
Mail:
Office of the Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice
Investigations Division
1425 New York Avenue, N.W.
Suite 7100
Washington, DC 20530
Fax: (202) 616-9881 (Attn: Grantee Reporting)
Additional information is available from the DOJ OIG website at https://oig.justice.gov/hotline.

2.1. Does the applicant agency accept these terms?
Yes

3.
Compliance with 41 U S.C. 4712 (including prohibitions on reprisal; notice to employees)

The recipient must comply with, and is subject to, all applicable provisions of 41 U.S.C. 4712, including all applicable provisions that prohibit, under specified
circumstances, discrimination against an employee as reprisal for the employee's disclosure of information related to gross mismanagement of a federal grant, a
gross waste of federal funds, an abuse of authority relating to a federal grant, a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety, or a violation of law,
rule, or regulation related to a federal grant.
The recipient also must inform its employees, in writing (and in the predominant native language of the workforce), of employee rights and remedies under 41
U.S.C. 4712.

3.1. Does the applicant agency understand and agree to be bound by the above condition if the applicant agency is awarded a subgrant as a result
of this grant application?
Yes
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4.
Employment eligibility verification for hiring under the award
1. The recipient (and any subrecipient at any tier) must-A. Ensure that, as part of the hiring process for any position within the United States that is or will be funded (in whole or in part) with award funds, the recipient (or any
subrecipient) properly verifies the employment elig bility of the individual who is being hired, consistent with the provisions of 8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)(1) and (2).
B. Notify all persons associated with the recipient (or any subrecipient) who are or will be involved in activities under this award of both-(1) this award requirement for verification of employment elig bility, and
(2) the associated provisions in 8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)(1) and (2) that, generally speaking, make it unlawful, in the United States, to hire (or recruit for employment) certain
aliens.
C. Provide training (to the extent necessary) to those persons required by this condition to be notified of the award requirement for employment eligibility verification
and of the associated provisions of 8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)(1) and (2).
D. As part of the recordkeeping for the award (including pursuant to the Part 200 Uniform Requirements), maintain records of all employment eligibility verifications
pertinent to compliance with this award condition in accordance with Form I-9 record retention requirements, as well as records of all pertinent notifications and
trainings.
2. Monitoring
The recipient's monitoring responsibilities include monitoring of subrecipient compliance with this condition.
3. Allowable costs
To the extent that such costs are not reimbursed under any other federal program, award funds may be obligated for the reasonable, necessary, and allocable costs (if
any) of actions designed to ensure compliance with this condition.
4. Rules of construction
A. Staff involved in the hiring process
For purposes of this condition, persons "who are or will be involved in activities under this award" specifically includes (without limitation) any and all recipient (or any
subrecipient) officials or other staff who are or will be involved in the hiring process with respect to a position that is or will be funded (in whole or in part) with award
funds.
B. Employment eligibility confirmation with E-Verify
For purposes of satisfying the requirement of this condition regarding verification of employment eligibility, the recipient (or any subrecipient) may choose to participate
in, and use, E-Verify (www.everify.gov), provided an appropriate person authorized to act on behalf of the recipient (or subrecipient) uses E-Verify (and follows the proper
E-Verify procedures, including in the event of a "Tentative Nonconfirmation" or a "Final Nonconfirmation") to confirm employment elig bility for each hiring for a position
in the United States that is or will be funded (in whole or in part) with award funds.
C. "United States" specifically includes the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands of the United States, and the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands.
D. Nothing in this condition shall be understood to authorize or require any recipient, any subrecipient at any tier, or any person or other entity, to violate any federal
law, including any applicable civil rights or nondiscrimination law.
E. Nothing in this condition, including in paragraph 4.B., shall be understood to relieve any recipient, any subrecipient at any tier, or any person or other entity, of any
obligation otherwise imposed by law, including 8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)(1) and (2).
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Questions about E-Verify should be directed to DHS. For more information about E-Verify visit the E-Verify website (https://www.e-verify.gov/) or email E-Verify at EVerify@dhs.gov. E-Verify employer agents can email E-Verify at E-VerifyEmployerAgent@dhs.gov.

4.1. Does the applicant agency accept these terms?
Yes

5. Publicity or Propaganda
Federal funds are not legally available, and may not be used (whether directly or indirectly, including by private contractors), for publicity or propaganda
purposes not authorized by the Congress.
5.1. Does the applicant agency understand and agree to be bound by the above condition if the applicant agency is awarded a subgrant as a result
of this grant application?
Yes

6. Certain Employee Trainings
Federal funds are not legally available, and may not be used, for any employee training that-1. does not meet identified needs for knowledge, skills, and abilities bearing directly upon the performance of official duties;
2. contains elements likely to induce high levels of emotional response or psychological stress in some participants;
3. does not require prior employee notification of the content and methods to be used in the training and written end-of-course evaluation;
4. contains any methods or content associated with religious or quasi-religious belief systems or "new age" belief systems as defined in Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission Notice N-915.022, dated September 2, 1988; or
5. is offensive to, or designed to change, participants' personal values or lifestyle outside the workplace.
Nothing in this provision prohibits, restricts, or otherwise precludes an agency from conducting training bearing directly upon the performance of official duties.

6.1. Does the applicant agency understand and agree to be bound by the above condition if the applicant agency is awarded a subgrant as a result
of this grant application?
Yes
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7.
Restrictions and certifications regarding non-disclosure agreements and related matters
No recipient or subrecipient under this award, or entity that receives a contract or subcontract with any funds under this award, may require any employee or
contractor to sign an internal confidentiality agreement or statement that prohibits or otherwise restricts, or purports to prohibit or restrict, the reporting (in
accordance with law) of waste, fraud, or abuse to an investigative or law enforcement representative of a federal department or agency authorized to receive
such information.
The foregoing is not intended, and shall not be understood by the agency making this award, to contravene requirements applicable to Standard Form 312
(which relates to classified information), Form 4414 (which relates to sensitive compartmented information), or any other form issued by a federal department or
agency governing the nondisclosure of classified information.
1. In accepting this award, the recipient -a. represents that it neither requires nor has required internal confidentiality agreements or statements from employees or contractors that currently prohibit or
otherwise currently restrict (or purport to prohibit or restrict) employees or contractors from reporting waste, fraud, or abuse as described above; and
b. certifies that, if it learns or is notified that it is or has been requiring its employees or contractors to execute agreements or statements that prohibit or otherwise
restrict (or purport to prohibit or restrict), reporting of waste, fraud, or abuse as described above, it will immediately stop any further obligations of award funds,
will provide prompt written notification to the agency making this award, and will resume (or permit resumption of) such obligations only if expressly authorized
to do so by that agency.
2. If the recipient does or is authorized to make subawards or contracts under this award-a. it represents that -1) it has determined that no other entity that the recipient’s application proposes may, or will receive award funds (whether through a subaward, contract, or
subcontract) either requires or has required internal confidentiality agreements or statements from employees or contractors that currently prohibit or otherwise
currently restrict (or purport to prohibit or restrict) employees or contractors from reporting waste, fraud, or abuse as described above; and
2) it has made appropriate inquiry, or otherwise has an adequate factual basis, to support this representation; and
b. it certifies that, if it learns or is notified that any subrecipient, contractor, or subcontractor entity that receives funds under this award is or has been requiring its
employees or contractors to execute agreements or statements that prohibit or otherwise restrict (or purport to prohibit or restrict), reporting of waste, fraud, or
abuse as described above, it will immediately stop any further obligations of award funds to or by that entity, will provide prompt written notification to the
agency making this award, and will resume (or permit resumption of) such obligations only if expressly authorized to do so by that agency.

7.1. Does the applicant agency understand and agree to be bound by the above condition if the applicant agency is awarded a subgrant as a result
of this grant application?
Yes

7.2. Should a subgrant award be made to the applicant agency as a result of this grant application, does the applicant agency agree to notify PCCD
immediately if it has any reason to believe that the applicant agency is not in compliance with the above condition?
Yes
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13. SECTIONS:
8. Requirement to report actual or imminent breach of personally identifiable information (PII) The applicant and any subrecipient must have written procedures
in place to respond in the event of an actual or imminent "breach" (OMB M-17-12) if it (or a subrecipient)-- 1) creates, collects, uses, processes, stores,
maintains, disseminates, discloses, or disposes of "personally identifiable information (PII)" (2 CFR 200.79) within the scope of a PCCD-funded grant program
or activity, or 2) uses or operates a "Federal information system" (OMB Circular A-130). The applicant's breach procedures must include a requirement to
report an actual or imminent breach of PII to PCCD no later than 24 hours after an occurrence of an actual breach, or the detection of an imminent breach.
8.1. Does the applicant understand and agree to have written procedures in place to report an actual or imminent breach of PII to PCCD as
described?
Yes

9.
Determination of suitability to interact with participating minors
SCOPE. This condition applies to this award if it is indicated -- in the application for the award (as approved by DOJ) (or in the application for any subaward, at any
tier), the DOJ funding announcement (solicitation), or an associated federal statute -- that a purpose of some or all of the activities to be carried out under the award
(whether by the recipient, or a subrecipient at any tier) is to benefit a set of individuals under 18 years of age.
The recipient, and any subrecipient at any tier, must make determinations of suitability before certain individuals may interact with participating minors. This
requirement applies regardless of an individual's employment status.
The details of this requirement are posted on the OJP web site at https://ojp.gov/funding/Explore/Interact-Minors.htm (Award condition: Determination of suitability
required, in advance, for certain individuals who may interact with participating minors), and are incorporated by reference here.

Additionally, the recipient, and any subrecipient at any tier, agrees to comply with all Pennsylvania Child Protective Services Laws (CPSL) including, but not
limited to, following mandated reporter requirements within the CPSL and obtaining all clearances and/or verifications for employees and volunteers as may be
required by CPSL such as a PA Child Abuse History Clearance, PA State Police Criminal Record Check, FBI Criminal History Background Check, National
Sex Offender Registry Verification, and any other clearance/verification required by CPSL. The CPSL and information to assist in complying with this condition
can be found at http://keepkidssafe.pa.gov/.

9.1. Does the applicant agency understand and agree to be bound by the above condition if the applicant agency is awarded a subgrant as a result
of this grant application?
Yes

10.
PCCD's Standard Subgrant Conditions are incorporated herein by reference. The current version of PCCD's Standard Subgrant Conditions is available on our website
at http://www.pccd.pa.gov/Funding/Pages/Standard-Subgrant-Conditions.aspx. Please refer to the website for a copy. If you are unable to obtain a copy from the
website, please contact PCCD's offices at (800) 692-7292.

10.1. Has the applicant agency read the Standard Subgrant Conditions?
Yes
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13. SECTIONS:
10.2. Does the applicant agency agree to be bound by all Standard Subgrant Conditions?
Yes

11.
ACH Payment Requirement
a. The Commonwealth will make payments to the recipient through ACH. Within 10 days of the grant award, the grantee must submit or must have already
established its ACH information in the Commonwealth’s Master Database. The grantee will also be able to enroll to receive remittance information via electronic
addenda and email (e-Remittance). ACH and e-Remittance information is available at https://www.budget.pa.gov/Services/ForVendors/Pages/Direct-Depositand-e-Remittance.aspx.
b. It is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that the ACH information contained in the Commonwealth’s Master Database is accurate and complete.
Failure to maintain accurate and complete information may result in delays in payments.

11.1. Does the applicant agency understand and agree to be bound by the above condition if the applicant agency is awarded a subgrant as a result
of this grant application?
Yes
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14. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
1. Established by PCCD
1.1. (Unit Count/Process) LLEGP - Number of full-time sworn law enforcement personnel.

Target:

Purpose: Number of full-time sworn law enforcement personnel.
1.2. (Unit Count/Process) LLEGP - Number of part-time sworn law enforcement personnel.

Target:

Purpose: Number of part-time sworn law enforcement personnel.
1.3. (Unit Count/Process) LLEGP - Number of full-time civilian personnel.

Target:

Purpose: Number of full-time civilian personnel.
1.4. (Unit Count/Process) LLEGP - Number of part-time civilian personnel.

Target:

Purpose: Number of part-time civilian personnel.
1.5. (Unit Count/Process) LLEGP - Number of vacant, budgeted, full-time sworn law enforcement positions (in other words,

Target:
how many positions the applicant could hire for, if there were people to fill them).
Purpose: Number of vacant, budgeted, full-time sworn law enforcement positions (in other words, how many positions the applicant could
hire for, if there were people to fill them).
1.6. (Unit Count/Process) LLEGP - Number of vacant, budgeted, part-time sworn law enforcement positions (in other words,

Target:
how many positions the applicant could hire for, if there were people to fill them).
Purpose: Number of vacant, budgeted, part-time sworn law enforcement positions (in other words, how many positions the applicant could
hire for, if there were people to fill them).
1.7. (Unit Count/Process) LLEGP - Number of vacant, budgeted, full-time civilian personnel positions (in other words, how

Target:
many positions the applicant could hire for, if there were people to fill them).
Purpose: Number of vacant, budgeted, full-time civilian personnel positions (in other words, how many positions the applicant could hire for,
if there were people to fill them).
1.8. (Unit Count/Process) LLEGP - Number of vacant, budgeted, part-time civilian personnel positions (in other words, how

Target:
many positions the applicant could hire for, if there were people to fill them).
Purpose: Number of vacant, budgeted, part-time civilian personnel positions (in other words, how many positions the applicant could hire
for, if there were people to fill them).
2. Established by Subgrantee
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15. APPROVAL CHECKLIST:
A.

Is the applicant agency required to have an audit performed in accordance with the Single Audit Act?
Yes

No

If yes, when was the last one completed?
B.

Does the Financial Officer listed in the Main Summary section have more than three years of experience?
Yes

C.

Does the Project Director listed in the Main Summary section have more than three years of experience?
Yes

D.

No

No

Does the applicant agency have a segregation of duties policy?
Yes
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16. PCCD's Standard Subgrant Conditions:
@@SYSTEM_AGENCY_ABBREV@@'s Standard Subgrant Conditions are incorporated herein by reference. The Standard Subgrant
Conditions should not be submitted to @@SYSTEM_AGENCY_ABBREV@@ with your application. The current version of
@@SYSTEM_AGENCY_ABBREV@@'s Standard Subgrant Conditions (Revised December 2020) is available at www.pccd.pa.gov
<http://www.pccd.pa.gov>. Please refer to the website for a copy. If you are unable to obtain a copy from the aforementioned website,
please contact @@SYSTEM_AGENCY_ABBREV@@'s offices at (800) 692-7292.
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17. ATTACHMENTS:
List of Attachments required for submission of this Application for funding:
Section: Procurement Details
File Name
File Description
Drone Estimate 1075855 (004).pdf
Drone quote
LancasterCoDetectives_CODYPathfinderTransitionProposal_08032022.pdf Pathfinder quote
Section: Required Attachments - LLEGP/GVIP
File Name
File Description
Drone Estimate 1075855 (004).pdf
Drone quote
Drone policy FINAL 2021-03-04.docx
Drone Policy
LancasterCoDetectives_CODYPathfinderTransitionProposal_08032022.pdf Cody Pathfinder Quote
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On motion of Commissioner ______, seconded by Commissioner ______, it was agreed for the County of
Lancaster, acting on behalf of the Lancaster County Coroner’s Office, to approve the following:
Agreement With:

Wayne K. Ross, M.D., P.C. (“Ross, P.C.”)
Uwchland, PA

Purpose:

To serve the County in the capacity of Forensic Pathologist and be
responsible for the performance of the following services in
accordance with the terms and conditions outlined in the
agreement: autopsies and preparation of reports; scene
investigation and forensic assistance; criminal case testimony;
and teaching.

Fees:

Base Fee:
The annual Base Fee of $429,290.52 shall compensate Ross, P.C.
for professional services provided in the performance of no more
than 330 autopsies per contract year and the preparation of
reports of those autopsies. In the event that the number of
autopsies in any contract year exceeds 330, Ross, P.C. shall be
paid $1,230.95 for each autopsy and report thereof in excess of
330. Effective December 1, 2022, and each December 1
thereafter, during the term of this Agreement, the Base Fee shall
be increased by 2%. The Base Fee shall compensate Ross, P.C. for
all the fees charged by all other substitute pathologists engaged
by Ross, P.C., for services provided under this Agreement at the
request of Ross, P.C., provided that the County shall reimburse
Ross, P.C. for costs and fees incurred in relation to the use of
other pathologists under this Agreement that exceed $25,000.00
in a contract year (December 1 through November 30).
Case Preparation and Testimony:
Ross, P.C. shall be compensated at the rate of $483.58 per hour
for all time spent with the District Attorney or his/her
representative in preparing for and appearing at any hearing or
trial. Effective December 1, 2022, and each December 1
thereafter during the term of this Agreement, the Fee shall be
increased by 2%.
Scene Investigation and Forensic Assistance:
Ross, P.C. shall be compensated at the rate of $493.58 per hour
for all travel to/from and performance of scene investigations,
including the preparation of reports relating to those
investigations. Effective December 1, 2022, and each December 1
thereafter during the term of this Agreement, the Fee shall be
increased by 2%.
“continued”
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Teaching:
Ross, P.C. shall be compensated at the rate of $493.58 per hour
for all instructional services covered by this Agreement. Said
services shall include all time spent in the actual instruction of
individuals or groups as well as no more than three (3) hours of
actual preparation time for each session. Effective December 1,
2022, and each December 1 thereafter during the term of this
Agreement, the Fee shall be increased by 2%.
Autopsy and Scene Investigation Transcription Fees:
Ross, P.C. shall be compensated at the rate of $89.01 per autopsy
report transcription and scene investigation report transcription.
Effective December 1, 2022, and each December 1 thereafter
during the term of this Agreement, the Fee shall be increased by
2%.
Technician Fees:
Ross, P.C. shall require the assistance of a technician in the
performance of each autopsy assigned hereunder. The County
shall pay to Ross, P.C. a technician’s fee in the amount of $128.16
for each autopsy in which a technician is used. Effective
December 1, 2022, and each December 1 thereafter during the
term of this Agreement, the Fee shall be increased by 2%.
Expenses:
The County shall reimburse Ross, P.C. for the actual, out-ofpocket expenses incurred in the performance of the duties as
described above and not otherwise provided for above, which
expenses shall include but not be limited to:
i)

mileage at the prevailing IRS rate for business use of
a personal vehicle;

ii) copying at the rate of $.20 per copy;
iii) printing of all instructional materials;
iv) slides, laboratory studies and tests, etc.;
iv) long distance and mobile telephone charges..
Term:

10/12/22

December 1, 2022 through November 30, 2025 and shall continue
in effect from year to year thereafter unless either party provides
90 days advance written notice of its desire to terminate the
Agreement on its expiration date.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
This PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT (hereinafter, the
6'', 2022 by and
"AGREEMENT") made this 77'4 day of
between the COUNTY OF LANCASTER (herernafter, the "COUNTY"), with a
principal place of business of 150 North Queen Street, Lancaster PA 17603, and
Wayne K. Ross, M.D., P.C. ("Ross, P.C.").

WHEREAS, the County desires to continue to contract with Ross, P.C.
to provide forensic pathology services to the County on an independent
contractor basis; and
WHEREAS, Ross, P.C., and the County agree to replace and
supersede the current contract upon its November 30, 2022, expiration with
this new THREE (3) year contract pursuant to terms and conditions
hereinafter set forth.
NOW, THEREFORE, effective December 1, 2022 through
November 30, 2025, the County agrees to utilize the forensic
pathology services of Ross, P.C. and Ross, P.C. agrees to provide
such services according to the terms and conditions set forth below:

ARTICLE I
DUTIES OF THE FORENSIC PATHOLOGIST
1.1
Ross, P.C. shall serve the County in the capacity of Forensic
Pathologist (hereinafter "FP") and shall be responsible for the performance
of the following services for the County as FP:

Performance of Autorsies and Preiaration of Relorts.
Ross, P.C. shall perform all autopsies assigned hereunder by the
County Coroner in accordance with generally accepted medical
standards and shall provide a written report of its findings and
conclusions with respect to each autopsy. The County expects
that the average annual number of cases assigned to Ross, P.C.
under this Agreement for the
1

performance of an autopsy shall approximate 330 cases. Ross,
P.C. may, in its discretion, retain the services of another duly
licensed and qualified forensic pathologist, at no extra cost to the
County, to perform its responsibilities hereunder with respect to
one or more of those cases as long as Wayne K. Ross, M.D.,
personally performs no less than 125 autopsies per year.
Suspicious death autopsies will be performed by either Wayne K.
Ross M.D. or, at the discretion of Ross, P.C., another forensic
pathologist. In such event, Ross, P.C. shall advise the County of
the identity and qualifications of the person who will perform the
autopsy and will seek the consent of the Coroner prior to
assigning any autopsies to him/her. Ross, P.C. will request
written confirmation from such person that he/she is licensed in
the Commonwealth to perform autopsies and that there are no
known legal challenges to the individual's qualifications to
perform autopsies for the County or to testify respecting his
observations and the results of the autopsy. So long as such
person is duly licensed and qualified to perform the services
delegated to him/her, the Coroner will not withhold their consent
to such person performing autopsies pursuant to this Agreement.
The above procedures shall also apply in the event that Wayne
Ross, M.D. gives notice of his projected absence due to a
personal vacation or family matter.
ii.

Scene Investigation and Forensic Assistance

a. Scene investigations require cooperation between the Coroner
and the District Attorney. Pursuant to 16 P.S. §1237, the Coroner
having a view of the body shall investigate the facts and
circumstances concerning deaths, which appear to have
happened within the county, for the purpose of determining
whether or not an autopsy should be conducted or an inquest
thereof should be had. Furthermore, pursuant to 16 P.S. §1241,
whenever the Coroner assumes jurisdiction of a body, the body
shall not be released or removed from his jurisdiction except
upon his direction and consent. Ross, P.C., acting through its
duly licensed and qualified representative, shall respond to
evaluate all potential homicide scenes and all other scenes at the
direction of the Coroner, for the purpose of gathering information
to aid the Coroner in determining whether or not an
2

autopsy should be conducted, or an inquest thereof should be
had. When requested by the Coroner, Ross, P.C.'s
representative shall have the authority over the forensic aspects
of the scene and to do those things, which are necessary for the
professional performance of his/her responsibilities in gathering
information to aid the Coroner in determining whether or not an
autopsy should be conducted.

b. In addition to the foregoing, Ross, P.C., acting through its duly
licensed and qualified representative, shall respond to evaluate
all potential homicide scenes at the direction of the District
Attorney or his designee, for the purpose of assisting the District
Attorney in reconstruction of the crime scene. When requested
by the District Attorney, Ross, P.C.'s representative shall have
the authority over the forensic aspects of the scene and to do
those things, which are necessary for the professional
performance of his/her responsibilities, after consultation with the
District Attorney or his designee.

c. With respect to a. and b. hereof, it is understood that in the event
of a death the Coroner shall assume responsibility for the body
and matters relating to the need or desirability for an autopsy,
provided however, that if the death is the result of a homicide, or
suspected homicide, the District Attorney shall assume
responsibility for the crime scene and the Coroner and District
Attorney shall cooperate in performance of their respective
responsibilities.

d. The District Attorney shall contact Ross, P.C. and assume
responsibility for those crime scenes requiring the services of
Ross, P.C. where no death is involved, and in all cases involving
a death, Ross, P.C. shall be contacted by the Coroner.
iii.

Criminal Case Testimony. Ross, P.C. shall make available all
assigned personnel to provide services with respect to a given
fatality to be interviewed by the Coroner and/or District Attorney
in case preparation and to testify at any hearing or trial. Ross,
P.C. shall be compensated for all time spent by its designated
representative performing such services in accordance with the
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terms set forth below.

iv.

TeachinQ. Ross, P.C. shall conduct in-service training and other
instructional services to County law enforcement and investigative
personnel, medical personnel, students, and others at the sole
discretion and direction of the Coroner.

1.2
QUALIFICATIONS. Ross, P.C. certifies that all persons who
shall perform the responsibilities described above shall be skilled in, and shall
utilize, the latest recognized techniques and tests in the fields of toxicology,
ballistics, photography, and DNA analysis. Ross, P.C. will request written
confirmation from such person that he/she is licensed in the Commonwealth
to perform autopsies and that there are no known legal challenges to the
individual's qualifications to perform autopsies for the County or to testify
respecting his observations and the results of the autopsy.
1.3
AVAILABILITY. The above -described services shall be
provided by Ross, P.C. through its representatives, 24 hours per day, 7 days
per week, 52 weeks per year throughout the term of this Agreement. Twentyfour, (24) hour service shall be provided for receipt of notice of death and
other public information. Ross, P.C.'s investigators will be available on a 24
hour basis for preliminary scene assessment. They shall also cooperate and
work in conjunction with the FP. In the case of a suspicious death, Wayne
K. Ross, M.D. will conduct scene investigations if he is reasonably available
and is requested to do so consistent with 1 lii hereof.
-

.

ARTICLE II
COMPENSATION

The County shall compensate Ross, P.C. for the services
provided herein as follows:
2.1
BASE FEE. Effective December 1, 2022, the County shall pay
to Ross, P.C. an annual fee of $429,290.52 ("Base Fee") which shall be
paid in equal monthly installments within thirty days after the end of each
calendar month. The Base Fee shall compensate Ross, P.C. for
professional services provided in the performance of no more than 330
autopsies per contract year and the preparation of reports of those
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autopsies. In the event that the number of autopsies in any contract year
exceeds 330, Ross, P.C. shall be paid $1,230.95 for each autopsy and report
thereof in excess of 330. Effective December 1, 2022, and each December
1 thereafter, during the term of this Agreement, the Base Fee shall be
increased by 2%. The Base Fee shall compensate Ross P.C. for all the fees
charged by all other substitute pathologists engaged by Ross, P.C., for
services provided under this Agreement at the request of Ross P.C.; provided
that the County shall reimburse Ross, P.C. for costs and fees incurred in
relation to the use of other pathologists under this agreement that exceed
$25,000 in a contract year (December 1 through November 30).

2.2
CASE PREPARATION AND TESTIMONY. Ross, P.C. shall be
compensated at the rate of $493.58 per hour for all time spent with the District
Attorney or his representative in preparing for and appearing at any hearing
or trial. Effective December 1, 2022, and each December 1 thereafter during
the term of this Agreement, the Fee shall be increased by 2%.

2.3
SCENE INVESTIGATION AND FORENSIC ASSISTANCE,
Ross, P.C. shall be compensated at the rate of $493.58 per hour for all travel
to/from and performance of scene investigations, including the preparation
of reports relating to those investigations. Effective December 1, 2022, and
each December 1 thereafter during the term of this Agreement, the Fee shall
be increased by 2%.
2.4

TEACHING. Ross, P.C. shall be compensated atthe rate of
$493.58 per hour for all instructional services covered by this Agreement.
Said services shall include all time spent in the actual instruction of individuals
or groups as well as no more than 3 hours of actual preparation time for each
session. Effective December 1, 2022, and each December 1 thereafter
during the term of this Agreement, the Fee shall be increased by 2%.
2.5
AUTOPSY AND SCENE INVESTIGATION TRANSCRIPTION
FEES. Ross, P.C. shall be compensated at the rate of $89.01 per autopsy
report transcription and scene investigation report transcription. Effective
December 1, 2022, and each December 1 thereafter during the term of this
Agreement, the Fee shall be increased by 2%.
2.6
TECHNICIAN FEES. Ross, P.C. shall require the assistance of
a technician in the performance of each autopsy assigned hereunder. The
County shall pay to Ross, P.C. a technician's fee in the amount of $128.16
for each autopsy in which a technician is used. Effective December 1, 2022,
and each December 1 thereafter during the term of this Agreement, the
Fee shall be increased by 2%.

2.7
EXPENSES. The County shall reimburse Ross, P.C. for the
actual, out-of-pocket expenses incurred in the performance of the duties
described above and not otherwise provided for above, which expenses shall
include but not be limited to:

mileage at the prevailing IRS rate for business use of a
personal vehicle;
ii.

copying at the rate of $.20 per copy;

iii.

printing of all instructional materials;

iv.
v.

slides, laboratory studies and tests, etc.;
long distance and mobile telephone charges.

ARTICLE Ill
FACILITIES
3.1
CONTRACT SERVICES. The County, through the Coroner's office of
the County, shall make available to Ross, P.C. facilities including, but not
limited to, a morgue and pathology laboratory for the performance of the
responsibilities of the FR Included are all necessary equipment and
personnel forthe performance
of professional and quality forensic
evaluation. This shall also include, but is not limited to, adequate assistance
for transportation and autopsy of bodies, maintenance of sanitation and
safety standards (e.g., OSHA, etc.), secretarial and record keeping.
Instruments (autopsy instruments, professional
quality microscope,
photograph equipment, stereo microscope, scales, refrigeration, protective
clothing and devices) shall be provided by the County. Funds will be made
available by the County for toxicologic and other studies (toxicology,
anthropology, medical studies, histology, DNA, etc.). Additional funds from
the County will be made available for various medical consultations as
needed at the County's discretion. This Agreement will not be construed to
limit Ross, P.C. or Dr. Ross in performing autopsies or other medical
procedures for any other person or entity and the County agrees to provide
Ross, P.C. and Dr. Ross reasonable access to the facilities described
herein for the performance of autopsies, studies, or other work not covered
by this Agreement and not otherwise for the benefit of the County in
exchange for a fee of $100.00 per autopsy and $25.00 for other forensic
examinations.
ARTICLE IV
MAINTENANCE OF INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR STATUS

RECOGNITION OF STATUS BY THE PARTIES. It is the
intention of the parties that Ross, P.C. shall at all times serve the County
under this Agreement in the capacity of an independent contractor. Ross,
P.C. acknowledges that it is not covered by any pension, vacation or sick
pay, medical, health, or insurance benefit plans maintained by the County
for its employees, nor is any forensic pathologist or other third party retained
by Ross, P.C. eligible for any vacation or sick pay, pension, medical, health,
or insurance benefit plans maintained by the County for its employees.
Further, Ross, P.C. agrees that it will: (i) satisfy all requirements under federal,
state, and local tax laws; (ii) procure and maintain all liability insurance of the
kind and within the limits necessary to comply with laws of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania; and (iii) subject to the rights of the County expressed above,
be, solely responsible for the hiring, compensating, controlling, and discharging
of persons employed by or contracting with Ross to perform services under this
Agreement.
4.1

4.2
CONTRACTING WITH THIRD PARTIES. Ross, P.C. may
contract with other persons or entities to perform professional services of the
type described herein or any other services so long as such activity does not
interfere with or otherwise prevent Ross, P.C. from satisfactorily performing
its responsibilities set forth herein.

4.3

NO EMPLOYEE INSURANCE COVERAGE. As an independent
contractor, Ross, P.C. acknowledges that any forensic pathologist or other
third person retained by Ross, P.C. shall not be covered by the County's
worker's compensation, unemployment or employee liability insurance
policies.
4.4
LIABILITY AND OTHER INSURANCE: CONTRACTOR, at
CONTRACTOR sole cost and expense, shall maintain: (1) commercial general
liability insurance and automobile liability (if such exposure exists) against any
claims for bodily injury, death or property damage, (2) worker's compensation
insurance to the extent necessary under applicable law, (3) professional liability
insurance (if such exposure exists) in such amounts to afford minimum protection
per occurrence as described below, and for such risks as the COUNTY may from
time to time deem reasonably necessary, and (4) such other insurance, in such
amounts and against such risks, as is commonly obtained in the case of providers
of services in Pennsylvania similar to the services provided by CONTRACTOR.
All policies of insurance, including policies for any amounts carried in excess of
the required minimum, shall be written by companies with a minimum A- rating
by A.M. Best, legally qualified to issue such insurance in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, and shall be maintained continuously in full force and effect.

Minimum Liability Insurance requirements:
General Liability:
Aggregate

Auto Liability:

$2,000,000 General Aggregate

$2,000,000 Products Completed Operations
$1,000,000 Personal & Advertising Injury
$1,000,000 Each Occurrence
$5,000 Medical Expense (any one person)
$1,000,000 Combined Single Limit

Workers' Compensation: Statutory
Employers Liability: Bodily Injury By Accident
Bodily Injury by Disease
Bodily Injury by Disease
Umbrella Liability:
Aggregate

$500,000.00 Each Accident
$500,000.00 Each Employee
$500,000.00 Policy Limit

$1,000,000 each Occurrence I $1,000,000

Cyber insurance: [as appropriate]

mm

$1,000,000

Professional Liability:
mm $1,000,000
[as appropriate i.e. legal, engineer, medical, software]

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INSURANCE: Except as otherwise approved by
COUNTY in writing, the following provisions shall apply to each and every policy of
insurance which CONTRACTOR is required hereunder to carry:

a. the form, amount and coverage of each policy, and the insurer under each
policy (which must be duly licensed in Pennsylvania), shall be subject to
COUNTY's approval;
b. CONTRACTOR shall cause each insurance carrier to deliver its certificate
of insurance to COUNTY and to any other party designated by COUNTY,
certifying the applicable insurance provisions herein required (i) upon the
execution hereof, and (ii) at any other time upon COUNTY's request;

c. at least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of each policy, CONTRACTOR
shall provide COUNTY with certificates (or copies of policies) of renewal or
replacement policies; in the event of non-renewal or cancellation or material
change in coverage a sixty (60) days notice of such action shall be sent via
certified mail to the COUNTY;

d. CONTRACTOR shall not permit any condition to exist and shall not commit
any act or omission, which would wholly or partially invalidate any insurance.

e. The COUNTY shall be endorsed as an additional insured on all policies,
except workers' compensation and professional liability; General Liability
and Umbrella insurance shall be written on an "occurrence" form and shall
name the County as Additional Insured on a primary and non-contributory
basis. Where applicable, policies shall include a Waiver of Subrogation in
favor of the County.
f. The requirements described above are also applicable to any and all other
employees or sub -contractors hired by the CONTRACTOR to perform work
under this contract.
g. Indemnification Language
To the fullest extent permitted by law,
Contractor ("indemnitor") hereby agrees to defend, indemnify and hold
harmless County ("indemnitee") and its officers, directors, agents,
consultants and employees of and from any and all liability, damages, costs,
suits, fees and judgments arising or resulting from bodily injury (including
death) or property damage, including loss of use of property damage
resulting there from, but only to the extent caused in whole or in part by the
negligent acts or omissions of the Contractor, Subcontractor, or any of the
Subcontractor's subcontractors, suppliers, manufacturers, or other persons
or entities for whose acts the Subcontractor may be liable. The obligation
to indemnify under this paragraph also extends to any and all claims of
injury, loss and/or damages by or to Contractor's ("indemnitor's") own
employees, and indemnitor does hereby waive any and all rights,
immunities, and protections from civil liability it might otherwise have in this
respect under any workers' compensation act, disability benefit act or other
employee benefit act.
-

ARTICLE V
COMPLETE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is intended by the parties to and does constitute the
entire agreement of the parties. This Agreement supersedes any and all prior
understandings, written or oral, between the parties which relate to the subject
matter contained herein. This Agreement may be amended, modified, waived,
discharged, or terminated only by an instrument in writing signed by Ross,
P.C. and an authorized representative of the County. If any portion of this
Agreement is determined to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, such
determination shall in no way affect the legality, validity, or enforceability of
any other portion of the Agreement.

ARTICLE VI

NON-DISCRIMINATION
Ross, P.C. shall not discriminate against any person because of race,
color, religion, ancestry, national origin, gender, age, or non -job related disability.
ARTICLE VII
CONFIDENTIALITY
Ross, P.C. agrees not to disclose confidential information gained in
the performance of services hereunder, except to the extent that such
disclosure is required or permitted by the laws and regulations of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

ARTICLE VIII
CHOICE OF LAW AND VENUE
The laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania shall govern this
Agreement and jurisdiction and venue shall be in the court of Common Pleas,
Lancaster, PA.
ARTICLE IX
TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall remain in full force and effect for a period
commencing December 1, 2022 and concluding November 30, 2025, and
shall continue in effect from year to year thereafter unless either party
provides 90 days advance written notice to the other party of its desire to
terminate the Agreement on its expiration date. Notwithstanding the above,
either party shall have the right to terminate the Agreement prior to its
expiration date in the event of a material breach of the Agreement by
providing to the other party thirty (30) days advance written notice of its intent
to terminate the Agreement and the reasons therefore.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the COUNTY and ROSS, P.C. have executed this
AGREEMENT as of the date above first written, intending to be legally bound hereby.

ATTEST:
By:

COUNTY OF LANCASTER

____________________

Ray D'Agostino, Chairman

_______________________________

Joshua G. Parsons, Vice -Chairman

John Trescot Commissioner
ROSS, P.C.:

M

By:

Name:

Title:

A-

Ar
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On motion of Commissioner ______, seconded by Commissioner ______, it was agreed
for the County of Lancaster, acting on behalf of the Coroner’s Office, to
Ratify Donation of a:

Siemens Perspective 64 CT Scanner

From:

Penn Medicine Lancaster General Hospital, a tax-exempt,
not-for-profit corporation organized under the laws of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Total Cost:

$25,000.00.
$12,500.00 to remove & dispose of the old CT scanner.
$12,500.00 to move in & set up the new scanner.

Funding:

Coroner’s 2022 budget.

Note:

It is further moved that Lawrence M. George, County
Administrator/Chief Clerk, is authorized to electronically
sign on behalf of the Commissioners for Lancaster County.

10/12/22

AS IS/WHERE IS DONATION
Penn Medicine Lancaster General Hospital, a tax-exempt, not-for-profit corporation
organized under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (LGH) has decided to
donate the following described used personal property to your organization. LGH represents
that it holds title free and clear to the personal property and passes such title on an "as is where is" basis to the party named below.
Description:
Siemens Perspective 64 CT Scanner (Used Equipment)
System Serial Number #59013
Suburban Pavilion

DISCLAIMER OF EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES
This Used Equipment is being donated "as is". As a material element of this donation, LGH
specifically makes no representation or warranty that the Used Equipment is in working
order or that it complies with currently applicable safety or environmental rules or
regulations or that it is fit for any specific purpose. LGH makes no expres� or implied
warranties of merchantability or fitness for intended purpose BUT urges ypu to conduct all
necessary and desirable examinations or evaluations of the Used Equipment, including
safety and bio-engineering testing, as you deem appropriate, BEFORE w�ing this Used
Equipment.
The Used Equipment is donated ''where is" and you are solely responsible to arrange for the
removal and transportation of the Used Equipment at your expense.

Donated To:
Lancaster County Coroner's Office & Forensic Center
Accepted By: ______________
Signature

Donated By: Lancaster General Hospital

UPHS

astructure & Purchasing

Date

ORDINANCE NO. 155
AN ORDINANCE OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
LANCASTER REQUIRING THE WAIVER OF CERTAIN ADDITIONAL REAL ESTATE
TAXES PURSUANT TO THE ACT OF JULY 11, 2022, P.L. 701, NO. 57
On motion of Commissioner ________, seconded by Commissioner ________;
WHEREAS, the County of Lancaster, Pennsylvania is a class 2A county and local taxing district of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, authorized by the Local Tax Collection Law, 72 P.S. § 5511.1 et seq., to levy and
collect certain real estate taxes; and
WHEREAS, the Act of July 11, 2022, P.L. 701, No. 57 (“Act 57”) requires the waiver of additional real estate
taxes under certain circumstances;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY ORDAINED AND ENACTED BY THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF
LANCASTER COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA, that County of Lancaster tax collectors shall waive additional charges for
real estate taxes beginning in the first tax year after the effective date of Act 57 if the taxpayer does all of the
following:
(1) Provides a waiver request of additional charges to the tax collector in possession of the claim within
twelve (12) months of a qualifying event, as such is defined by Act 57;
(2) Attests that a notice was not received;
(3) Provides the tax collector in possession of the claim with one of the following:
a. A copy of the deed showing the date of real property transfer; or
b. A copy of the title following the acquisition of a mobile or manufactured home subject to
taxation as real estate showing the date of issuance or a copy of an executed lease agreement
between the owner of a mobile or manufactured home and the owner of a parcel of land on
which the mobile or manufactured home will be situated showing the date the lease
commences and;
(4) Pays the face value amount of the tax notice for the real estate tax with the waiver request

DULY ORDAINED AND ENACTED this 12th day of October, 2022 by the Board of Commissioners of the
County of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, in lawful session duly assembled.
ATTEST:
________________________________
Lawrence George
County Administrator/Chief Clerk
County of Lancaster, PA

__________________________________________
Ray D’Agostino, Chairman
__________________________________________
Joshua G. Parsons, Vice Chairman
__________________________________________
John Trescot, Commissioner
Board of Commissioners of
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania

On motion of Commissioner ______, seconded by Commissioner ______, it was agreed for
the County of Lancaster, acting on behalf of Behavioral Health/Developmental Services (BH/DS), to
approve the following:
1.

Amended Agreement With:

Arch Street Center, Inc.
Lancaster, PA

Purpose:

To increase funding for unreimbursed expenses.
Arch Street Center provides social rehabilitation
services in a drop-in center atmosphere for adults who
are being served by Lancaster County Mental Health.

2.

Amount/Term:

$232,968.88 for the period July 1, 2021 to June 30,
2022.

Funding:

Budgeted in the Human Services Block Grant.
This is an increase of $9,388.00, or 4.20%.

Amended Agreement With:

The Lodge Life Services
Lancaster, PA

Purpose:

To reduce service lines to actual amount utilized and
add funding for unreimbursed expenses.
The Lodge Life Services assist adults with serious
mental illness who are being served by Lancaster
County Mental Health to obtain and maintain
independent housing in the community.

Amount/Term:

$385,174.45 for the period July 1, 2021 to June 30,
2022.

Funding:

Budgeted in the Community Mental Health Block Grant
(Federal), Housing and Urban Development Funding
(Federal) and the Human Services Block Grant.
This is a decrease of $43,089.55, 10.06%.

– continued –

Behavioral Health/Developmental Services
3.

4.

Page 2

Renewal Agreement With:

Agape Care, Inc.
Lancaster, PA

Purpose:

To provide home & community habilitation services to
individuals being served by Lancaster County
Intellectual & Developmental Disabilities..

Amount/Term:

$84,280.58 for the period July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023.

Funding:

Budgeted in the Human Services Block Grant.
This is a 51.12%, decrease.

Renewal Agreement With:

Friendship Community, Inc.
Lititz, PA

Purpose:

To provide residential habitation and in-home and
community supports for individuals being served by
Lancaster County Intellectual & Developmental
Disabilities.

Amount/Term:

$231,039.70 for the period July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023.

Funding:

Budgeted in the Human Services Block Grant.
This is a decrease of 4.66%.

10/21/22

On motion of Commissioner ______, seconded by Commissioner ______, it was agreed
for the County of Lancaster, acting on behalf of Behavioral Health/Developmental Services
(BH/DS), to approve the following:
Grant Agreement with:

Pennsylvania Department of Human Services
Harrisburg, PA

Purpose:

To receive funding from a State grant to pay
overtime costs for Lancaster County Crisis
Intervention Unit staff due to current vacancies.

Amount:

$21,574.00.

Note:

These supplemental grants were created for the
benefit of those counties who host 988 call centers
of which Lancaster is one. The MH Deputy Director
was contacted by OMHSAS to inform us that we are
eligible for the amount of this grant. Of the eligible
uses of the funding, our greatest need was
additional funding to cover a portion of the
overtime costs used to cover vacant positions in
Crisis Intervention.

10/12/22

On motion of Commissioner ______, seconded by Commissioner ______, it was agreed
for the County of Lancaster, acting on behalf of Purchasing and the Lancaster County Cooperative
Purchasing Board, to approve the following:
Contract Awards With:

Eastern Salt Company, Inc. (Group 1)
Lowell, MA
And
Chemical Equipment Labs, Inc. (Group 2A & 2B)
Newtown Square, PA

Purpose:

To provide road salt and water treatment salt.

Amount:

$79.00/ton. (Group 1).
$89.99/ton. (Group 2A).
$123.19/ton. (Group 2B).

Term:

Two year contract from October 1, 2022, through
September 30, 2024.

Funding:

Budgeted $5,925 in Facilities Management.
Price increase for Group 1 is 54.15% or $27.75/ton.
Price increase for Group 2A is 48.13% or $29.24/ton.
Price increase for Group 2B is 41.55% or $36.16/ton.

10/12/22

"UNOFFICIAL RESULTS"
Bulk Road Salt and Water Treatment Salt
IFB 22-010
POSTED: Thursday, August 25, 2022
OPENED: Weednesday, September 28, 2022
TENTATIVE AWARD DATE:
CONTRACT PERIOD: October 1, 2022 - September 30, 2024
The County of Lancaster considers no bids to be “official” until a Resolution is approved by
the Board of Commissioners.
Bidders should therefore consider the bids posted below as “unofficial” and not to make
any assumptions nor take any actions based on these results.

RECOMMENDED AWARD SUPPLIER
Vendor:

Item

2022-2024

Eastern Salt Company

Cargill

Est Min Est Max
(Tons)
(Tons) Unit Price

Minimum Dollar
Amount

Maximum Dollar
Amount

11,270

$

890,330.00

$

2,227,800.00

$

890,330.00

$

2,227,800.00

Unit
Price

Minimum Dollar
Amount

Chemical Equipment Labs
Maximum Dollar
Amount

Morton

Unit Price

Minimum Dollar
Amount

Maximum Dollar
Amount

$

$

1,014,187.30

$

2,537,718.00

$

1,014,187.30

$

2,537,718.00

287,968.00

$

467,948.00

Unit
Price

Minimum Dollar
Amount

American Rock Salt
Maximum Dollar
Amount

Minimum Dollar
Amount

Unit Price

Riverside Construction Materials
Maximum Dollar
Amount

Minimum Dollar
Amount

Unit Price

Maximum Dollar
Amount

Group 1
Salt, Road - Rock Salt, Bulk

28,200

Group 1 TOTAL
(Minimum Quantity):

$

79.00

$ 93.76

$

1,056,675.20

$

2,644,032.00

$

1,056,675.20

$

2,644,032.00

89.99

$ 82.51

$

929,887.70

$

2,326,782.00

$

1,051,040.20

$

2,629,932.00

$

1,070,650.00

$

2,679,000.00

$

929,887.70

$

2,326,782.00

$

93.26

$

1,051,040.20

$

2,629,932.00

$

95.00

$

1,070,650.00

$

2,679,000.00

$

929,887.70

$

2,326,782.00

$

1,051,040.20

$

2,629,932.00

$

1,070,650.00

$

2,679,000.00

Group 2

Group 2A - Salt, Water
Treatment, Bulk - NonPneumatic Delivery
Group 2B - Salt, Water
Treatment, Bulk Pneumatic Delivery
Group 2 TOTAL
(Minimum Quantity):
GRAND TOTAL
(Group 1 & 2):

3,200

5,200

275

425

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

890,330.00

$

-

$

89.99

$

$

-

$ 123.19

$

33,877.25

$

52,355.75

$

-

$

321,845.25

$

520,303.75

$

1,336,032.55

$

3,058,021.75

$

2,227,800.00

$

1,056,675.20

$

2,644,032.00

RESOLUTION NO. 92 OF 2022
On motion of Commissioner _______, seconded by Commissioner _______, it was agreed for
the County of Lancaster to recognize $100,000.00 in revenues from County American Rescue Plan Act
(ARPA) funds to the General Fund and same amount be appropriated to VisionCorps for the creation
of a teaching lab.
The allocations presented below were reviewed by the ARPA Work Group and found to be in
accordance with the U.S. Department of the Treasury Overview of the Final Rule in the pages 117-118.
Approval of the project and referenced allocations below, and subsequent disbursement are
contingent upon adherence with the County’s approved Community Project Guidelines, the United
States Treasury guidelines and the executing of the Certification and Acknowledgment of American
Rescue Plan Funds County form, Agreement and any other documents required by the County. The
County hereby authorizes the signing of approved ARPA funding Agreement upon completion by the
recipients.
Revenue:

Expenditures:

Lancaster County
General Fund Revenues
6711-A-A1111-45050

$100,000.00

VisionCorps
Teaching Lab
A1111-A-45061-7300

$100,000.00

ADOPTED this 12th day of October 2022 by the Board of Commissioners of the County of
Lancaster, Pennsylvania in lawful session duly assembled.
ATTEST:

___________________________________
Ray D’Agostino, Chairman

__________________________________
Lawrence M. George
County Administrator/Chief Clerk
County of Lancaster, PA

___________________________________
Joshua G. Parsons, Vice Chairman
___________________________________
John Trescot, Commissioner
Board of Commissioners of
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania

